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Abstract
NEtwork MObility (NEMO) supports the mobility of multiple Internet-connected
devices. However, NEMO Basic Support Protocol suers from unoptimized route
leading to large latency in communication and header overhead. To optimize route,
a plethora of schemes have been proposed. These schemes dier in terms of several
performance parameters, such as signaling, end-to-end delay and hando latency.
However, no performance or cost evaluation exists in the literature to compare the
schemes. In addition, mobility management is required to support the mobility
of Internet-connected devices in satellite networks. Existing mobility management
solutions for satellite networks are unable to provide connectivity to the Internet
when satellites are not directly connected to the ground.
In this dissertation, a comprehensive evaluation of the schemes and a mobil-
ity management solution for satellite networks using NEMO are provided. The
schemes are classied and compared to choose the optimal class. Using analytical
and simulation-based models, the schemes in the chosen class are compared based
on the performance parameters. The eect of the parameters on Transmission Con-
trol Protocol, the dominant transport protocol in the Internet, is also evaluated. A
cost evaluation is performed to determine the network resource consumption of the
schemes. Finally, an architecture and extensions of the basic protocol are presented
to apply NEMO in satellite networks. This dissertation fosters the application of
NEMO to terrestrial and satellite networks by selecting and extending optimal route
optimization schemes, and presenting new architecture and protocol.
xiv
Chapter 1
Introduction
The advances of wireless technology and the miniaturization of devices have given
rise to the demand for Internet connectivity of mobile devices. Examples include
devices that connect to the Internet through an onboard Local Area Network, a
person carrying several devices which are connected to a Personal Area Network,
etc. Internet Protocol (IP) is used to provide Internet connectivity to a device
which is identied and located using an IP address. When the device moves between
networks in dierent geographical areas, it has to obtain new addresses. Obtaining
a new address requires the use of mobility management protocols to prevent the
termination of ongoing sessions as well as unreachability of the deivce.
IP has also been of interest for satellite networks that consist of satellites con-
necting to each other and ground stations using satellite links. Due to the orbiting
motion of satellites, mobility of onboard IP-enabled devices occurs with respect to
the Internet. Thus, mobility management of IP-enabled devices onboard satellites
are also required.
Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF) standardized host mobility management
protocols, such as Mobile IP (MIP) [1] and MIPv6 [2] to maintain session continuity
during handover. A summary of the host mobility protocols has been provided by
Le et al. [3]. To augment IP with mobility support, these protocols use control
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messages, called signals, and location management entities to update and track the
location of the devices.
Managing the mobility of multiple devices moving together increases the signaling
overhead, power consumption and complexity of the manageability. Therefore, host
mobility protocols are inecient to manage the mobility of multiple devices moving
together. Moreover, all the devices may not be sophisticated enough to support
mobility protocols or have powerful transceivers to communicate with distant access
points. Therefore, IETF standardized NEtwork MObility (NEMO) [4] for ecient
support of the mobility of multiple devices that are connected as a network called
the mobile network. NEMO Basic Support Protocol (BSP) [4] has been proposed to
enable communication with the mobile network. However, NEMO BSP suers from
the problem of inecient route that results in delay in communication and header
overhead [5]. Therefore, route optimization is required to solve the problem.
A large number of route optimization schemes have been proposed in the lit-
erature [5{11, 11{32]. These schemes raises several performance issues, such as the
increase of signaling, degree of optimization, latency of hando, resource (e.g., mem-
ory, processing) requirements, deployability and location transparency. The schemes
vary in an eort to trade o the issues that might aect their performance. To nd
the optimal schemes, a comparative evaluation is required based on the performance
dierence resulting from the tradeo. From the evaluations that are found in the lit-
erature, it is hard to nd which scheme or set of schemes are optimal because either
the evaluations do not involve all schemes in one place or the evaluations cannot be
assimilated due to the non-homogeneity of the evaluation methods.
Solutions have been proposed to manage the mobility of onboard IP-enabled
devices in satellite networks [33{36]. These solutions cannot provide continuous
connectivity to the Internet when a satellite loses direct connection with a ground
station, although the satellite may have physical connection to a ground station
through other satellites.
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1.1 Motivation and objectives
Miniaturization of devices and the increase of wireless coverage are leading to mo-
bility of multiple IP-enabled devices, and hence we are to moving towards NEMO.
Therefore, there is a need to nd optimal route optimization schemes. In an eort
to do so, Lim et al. [32] classify the route optimization schemes based on their ap-
proaches and provide an analytical model-based comparison among the classes based
on hando latency, resource usage and signaling. However, the classication does
not include many recently proposed schemes. Also, the eects of the issues on the
performance of the schemes were not investigated. Lim et al.f [37] also presented the
issues related to route optimization and the eects of those issues on the infrastruc-
ture. However, this does not include the state-of-the-art in the route optimization,
and no comparison among the schemes is given. To summarize, existing evaluations
do not include state-of-the-art schemes, and they are not comprehensive as they fail
to show the eect of the trade o of the issues on the performance of the schemes.
As far as satellite networks are concerned, use of IP in satellite is a reality. Satel-
lites collect earth observing data that are used to monitor ood, wildre, volcanoes
and cryosphere events [38]. At present, IP is being used to transfer imaging data
from satellites to the ground to aid in disaster area relief operation [39]. To transfer
such data to IP-enabled end users through the Internet, future satellites is expected
to contain multiple IP-enabled devices. As the satellites orbit, the IP-enabled de-
vices can be considered as mobile network in motion. Therefore, NEMO can be a
natural solution to mange the mobility of these devices to ensure continuous transfer
of data to the Internet even when the satellites are not in direct connection with a
ground station.
The objectives of this research are as follows:
 The rst objective of this research is to perform a comprehensive evaluation of
the route optimization schemes. The idea is to review, classify and compare the
classes of schemes to select the best performing class of schemes. The selected
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schemes are then evaluated in terms of various performance parameters to
narrow down the selection.
 The second objective of this research is to demonstrate the application of
NEMO architecture and protocols to satellite networks for continuous connec-
tivity to the Internet. To achieve the objective, we present an architecture
and extension of NEMO Basic Support Protocol to apply NEMO in satellite
networks.
1.2 Contribution
To achieve the rst objective, this research intends to perform a comprehensive eval-
uation of the proposed route optimization schemes. We rst classify schemes based
on the basic idea used for optimizing routes and perform qualitative comparison
among the classes. Unlike such previous evaluations, our evaluation is comprehen-
sive, and evaluates the schemes within each class. The performance issues mentioned
earlier are used for the comparison that helps to select an optimal class of schemes.
Performance dierence might exist among the schemes within the selected class.
Unlike previous evaluations, we perform further in-depth quantitative evaluations
of the selected schemes to determine the performance under various mobility envi-
ronments. Evaluations reveal ineciencies of the selected schemes for intra mobile
network communications. We extend the schemes to make them ecient. Our work
enables one to select optimal schemes for route optimization, show their suitability
depending on the mobility environment and increase the eciency of the optimal
performing schemes.
To achieve the second objective, we propose a NEMO architecture for satellite
networks and extension of NEMO BSP to take advantage of the multiple connec-
tions available in satellite networks. Unlike other architecture and protocols used
to connect satellite networks to the Internet, proposed architecture and protocol
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can provide connectivity to the Internet despite a satellite lose direct connection
to a ground station. Thus, results of this research will provide an ecient way for
continuous data transfer from IP-enabled devices in satellite networks to terrestrial
Internet.
To summarize, contributions of the dissertation are as follows:
 classication and comparison of the route optimization schemes to select the
optimal performing class,
 comprehensive evaluation of the schemes within the selected class to nd op-
timal performing schemes,
 development of an analytical framework to show the tradeo between route
optimization and signaling,
 improvement of the schemes within the optimal class for inter and intra mobile
network communication, and
 demonstration of NEMO architecture and proposed extension of NEMO BSP
for satellite networks.
1.3 Dissertation structure
The rest of the dissertation is organized as follows. Chapter 2 presents a review
of NEMO, route optimization schemes, existing evaluations of the schemes, and a
classication of the schemes. Chapter 3 presents analytical and simulation model-
based performance evaluations of selected schemes, followed by an evaluation of the
schemes for TCP-trac in Chapter 4. In Chapter 5, the eects of increasing the
number of communicating hosts in the mobile network are evaluated. Chapter 6
presents the cost evaluation of the schemes. Proposed improvements of the selected
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schemes are presented in Chapter 7, followed by a presentation of proposed archi-
tecture for NEMO in satellite networks in Chapter 8. Finally, concluding remarks
are given in Chapter 9.
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Chapter 2
Literature Review
NEMO Basic Support Protocol (BSP), which has been proposed to enable com-
munications with the mobile network, suers from the problem of inecient route.
Therefore, a large number of route optimization schemes have been proposed in
recent years. In this chapter, we present an overview of NEMO and problems of
NEMO BSP, a survey on the evaluations of the schemes that have been proposed to
solve the problems and a classication of the schemes.
2.1 NEMO and its problems
Figure 2.1 shows the NEMO architecture where one or more routers, called Mo-
bile Routers (MRs) (e.g., MR1), act as gateways for the Mobile Network Nodes
(MNNs) [4]. When the mobile network moves from one network to another, MRs
perform hando to keep the movement transparent to MNNs. Possible types of
MNNs are Local Fixed Nodes (LFNs) that do not move with respect to the mobile
network, Local Mobile Nodes (LMNs) that usually reside in the mobile network but
can move to other networks, and Visiting Mobile Nodes (VMNs) that belong to other
networks but are currently attached to the mobile network. We will refer to LMNs,
VMNs and MRs, which use mobility protocols, as mobile nodes. MRs can be MNNs
to form a nested mobile network when one mobile network connects to another. A
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number of MRs connected in series can result in multiple levels of nesting. A Top
Level MR (TLMR) attaches directly to the wired network through Access Routers
(ARs). In Fig. 2.1, the mobile network under MR1 is nested under the TLMR's
mobile network; the MR1's mobile network thus has a nesting level of one.
Internet
CN
HA_TLMR
LFN1
TLMR
AR in foreign
network
VMN/
LMN
MR1
Nested
Mobile
NetworkMobile
Network
HA_MR1
AR in home
network of TLMR
LFN2
LFN3
Figure 2.1: Architecture of NEMO showing one level of nesting.
The network to which a mobile network is usually connected is called the home
network. An MR is registered with a router, called the Home Agent (HA), in its
home network. In Fig. 2.1, HA TLMR and HA MR1 are the HAs for TLMR and
MR1, respectively. A node that communicates with MNNs is called a Correspondent
Node (CN). TLMR has a Home Address (HoA) through which it is reachable in its
home network. It is delegated prexes from its home network to advertise inside
its network. When TLMR moves to a foreign network (any network other than
the home network), it obtains a new address, called the Care-of-Address (CoA), at
the foreign network. TLMR then registers the CoA with HA TLMR by sending a
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Binding Update (BU) that contains a Mobile Router Flag indicating that the TLMR
is acting as a router. In response to the BU, HA TLMR sends a positive Binding
Acknowledgement (BA) to indicate that the forwarding to TLMR is set, and creates
a binding cache entry that maps TLMR's HoA and prexes to the CoA of TLMR.
Thus, a bidirectional tunnel [40] is created between HA TLMR and TLMR to tunnel
packets exchanged between the CN and MNNs. A nested mobile network is created
when MR1 moves under TLMR. MR1 obtains a CoA from the TLMR's prex, and
registers the CoA with HA MR1 in the same way as described above.
CNHA_TLMR
Nested Mobile Network
Internet
TLMR
LFN1
LFN2
HA_MR1
MR1
No tunnel
One tunnel
Figure 2.2: Single tunneling when routing packets for LFN1.
Figure 2.2 shows the routing of packets from the CN to LFN1. Since LFN1 ob-
tains its address from TLMR's prex (delegated by TLMR's home network), the
packet is routed towards HA TLMR. HA TLMR encapsulates and forwards the
packet to TLMR which receives, decapsulates and forwards the packet to LFN1.
Packets in the reverse direction take the same path in reverse undergoing encapsu-
lation and decapsulation at TLMR and HA TLMR, respectively.
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Figure 2.3 shows packets going from the CN to LFN2 through multiple tunnels
in a nested mobile network. Since LFN2 obtains its address from MR1's prex
(delegated by MR1's home network), the packets are intercepted, encapsulated and
tunneled to MR1 by HA MR1 using MR1's CoA. Since MR1's CoA is obtained
from the TLMR's prex, the packets are intercepted, encapsulated further and tun-
neled to TLMR by HA TLMR, resulting in multiple encapsulations. Encapsulated
packets, on reaching TLMR, are decapsulated and forwarded to MR1 which again
decapsulates the packets and forwards them to LFN2.
CNHA_TLMR
Nested Mobile Network
Internet
TLMR
LFN1
LFN2
HA_MR1
MR1
No tunnel
One tunnel
Two tunnels
Figure 2.3: Multiple tunneling in a nested mobile network.
It is evident from Figs. 2.2 and 2.3, packets go through one or more bidirectional
tunnels between HAs and MRs. Thus, the route traversed by packets may be sub-
optimal when the mobile network and the CN are in networks that are topologically
close but are far away from the home network. The suboptimal route results in
ineciencies, such as large end-to-end delays, additional load on the infrastructure,
susceptibility to link failures, etc. that are presented in detail by Ng et. al [41].
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The header overhead is another problem that results from the tunneling [41]. As
a packet passes through each tunnel, it is encapsulated, resulting in the increase of
packet header size. This decreases bandwidth eciency and increases the chance
of fragmentation. Moreover, packets need decapsulated as many times as they are
encapsulated requiring additional processing at HAs and MRs. The problems are
aggravated when nesting occurs; therefore, route optimization is an active area of
research in NEMO.
Route optimization in NEMO requires addressing several challenges which raise
issues. The performance and applicability of the schemes, providing the optimiza-
tion, are aected by those issues [37]. Several schemes, which trade o the gain of
the route optimization with their performance and applicability, have been proposed.
Route optimization requires bypassing HAs when packets are routed between the CN
and MNNs. Bypassing HAs gives rise to the following major challenges which need
addressed by the schemes:
 How can a packet destined to an MNN reach TLMR attached to the foreign
network?
 How is a packet routed inside the mobile network after reaching TLMR?
The challenges are addressed by the majority of the schemes that focus on opti-
mizing the route between a CN in the wired network and an MNN. Addressing
the above-mentioned challenges is insucient for optimizing the route for commu-
nication between two MNNs (intra mobile network communication [41]). In such
communications, packets have to traverse through the HAs residing outside the mo-
bile network even though the MNNs are in the same network. The challenge of the
route optimization in the intra mobile network case, is how to route packets be-
tween two MNNs without sending packets outside the mobile network; some route
optimization schemes address this later challenge as well.
Addressing the challenges raises several issues that were reported by Ng et. al [37]
as given below.
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1. Signaling: When a mobile network moves, only the MR to which the movement
is visible needs to perform signaling with its HA. The schemes may require
more signaling than NEMO BSP to convey the prex of the foreign network to
the CN, and to nd the route from the TLMR to the MNN. Signaling packets
compete with data packets for bandwidth, not only inside the mobile network
but also in the Internet.
2. Memory requirement: Schemes have to maintain various state information
regarding the route and CN-MNN pairs. Maintaining the state information
requires memory that can be a limiting factor in memory constrained environ-
ments involving small devices like small sensors and PDAs.
3. Degree of optimization: In an eort to trade o issues, such as signaling some
schemes allow some non-optimality in the route. To characterize the degree of
optimization, we use the terms optimal and near optimal for routes that are
optimal and non-optimal (to some extent), respectively.
4. Header overhead: To support NEMO, additional information is put into the
header. This results in the degradation of data rate and increase of the chance
of fragmentation.
5. Deployability: The schemes propose new functionalities for the hosts, routers in
the Internet and mobility entities (e.g., MRs and HAs), and even propose new
entities. Changes in the mobility entities are easy to incorporate because they
will be introduced in the existing infrastructure. Changes in functionalities of
existing hosts and routers in the infrastructure may not be easy to incorporate.
6. Location management: Location management is tracking the location of an
MNN to ensure reachability and session continuity. In NEMO BSP and some
optimization schemes, location management is performed the by HAs. On
the other hand, some schemes propose location management by CNs, TLMRs,
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Internet-routers, or by new entities. Location management by HAs, TLMRs
or new entities is easily deployable. Location management by CNs or Internet-
routers is less prone to failures because of distributed location management.
However, it requires changes in existing Internet-routers and hosts raising de-
ployability issue.
7. Location transparency: In NEMO BSP, MNNs (except MRs), and CNs are
transparent to location changes. In an eort to optimize route, some of the
schemes sacrice location transparency.
The route optimization schemes that have been proposed to solve the problem of
inecient route vary, as they tradeo these issues in various ways.
2.2 Evaluation of the schemes
Perera et al. [5] present a comprehensive introduction to NEMO, advantages and
limitations of NEMO BSP, a review of the route optimization schemes and future
research directions for NEMO. Being an emerging area of research, there have been
additional work [6{11,11{31] on NEMO route optimization than those reported in [5].
Although the literature in [5] provides a comprehensive introduction to the problem
of route optimization and the solutions, there is no comparison among the schemes.
A classication of the route optimization schemes has been shown by Lim et al. [37].
The issues related to route optimization and the eects on the infrastructure are also
discussed in this literature. However, this later classication does not include the
state-of-the-art in the route optimization, and no comparison among the schemes is
given.
Lim et al. [32] classify the route optimization schemes based on their approaches
and provide an analytical model-based comparison among the classes. The metrics
used for the comparison are the delay to send BU, hando latency, memory re-
quirements and header overhead. However, the classication does not include many
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recently proposed schemes. Moreover, the comparisons presented in [32] do not con-
sider the comparisons among the individual schemes in each class to verify that the
characteristics of a class represents its constituent schemes. Also, the eects of the
metrics the performance of the schemes were not investigated.
In the rest of this chapter, we provide a comprehensive up-to-date summary of
the route optimization schemes, and classify and compare the schemes (like in [32]).
Unlike that in [32], we also provide a qualitative comparison among the schemes in
each class. We also introduce two new classes of schemes.
2.3 A review of route optimization schemes
Based on approaches used, the route optimization schemes that have been proposed
can be generally classied as:
 Prex Delegation
 Hierarchical
 Source routing
 BGP-assisted
In the rest of this section, we present the basic principle of each class, and a
description and comparison of the schemes.
2.3.1 Prex Delegation
In this class, a prex of the foreign network is delegated inside the mobile network.
Mobile nodes obtain CoAs from the prex and send BUs to their respective HAs
and CNs. Therefore, any packet from a CN, addressed to the CoA, reaches the for-
eign network without going through HAs. For example, as shown in Fig. 2.4, prex
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2001:afce:13:: is relayed by TLMR inside its mobile network. VMN1 and MR1 ob-
tains CoAs 2001:afce:13:110 and 2001:afce:13:11a, respectively. Then MR1 relays
the prex inside its network. The process of obtaining CoAs from foreign network's
prex and provision of routing packets inside the mobile network vary among the
schemes in this class resulting in dierences in signaling and memory requirement.
A comparison based on the dierences are presented in Table 2.1.
The concept of prex delegation is simple, and provides optimal route with low
header overhead at the cost of sacricing location transparency. Moreover, sending
BUs to CNs requires additional signaling along with the requirement of protocol sup-
port (location management along with HA) from CNs, making the schemes dicult
to deploy. Also, the schemes do not focus on intra route optimization.
Nested Mobile Network
Internet
CoA: 2001:afce:1ff3::100
Prefix relayed: 2001:afce:1ff3::CoA: 2001:afce:1ff3::110
Prefix: 2001:afce:1ff3::
CoA: 2001:afce:1ff3::11a
Prefix relayed: 2001:afce:1ff3::
CoA: 2001:afce:1ff3::200
AR in 
foreign 
network
TLMR
MR1
VMN1
VMN2
Figure 2.4: Delegation approach for route optimization.
2.3.1.1 Simple Prex Delegation (SPD)
In Simple Prex Delegation, proposed by Lee et al. [42], a the foreign network prex
is hierarchically delegated to the MRs. Each MR advertises the delegated prex
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Table 2.1: A comparison of the schemes in prex delegation class schemes.
Scheme Signaling
Memory
requirement
Other overheads
Simple Prex
Delegation
Medium Lower
Higher end-to-end delay
for LFNs
ND-Proxy Medium Low
Additional delay at the
start of communication
Optinet High High None
MIRON High High None
Ad hoc-based Medium Low
Higher end-to-end delay
for LFNs, Flooding of ad
hoc protocol messages
OPR Low High Per packet processing
HIP-based High High Per packet processing
inside its own network using Delegated Prex Option in the header. Since prexes
are hierarchically delegated, packet forwarding inside the mobile network can be done
based on the prex of packets' destination address. This scheme, however, requires a
prex delegator in every mobile network, requiring additional overhead of performing
extra functionality related to prex delegation. Its signaling amount is proportional
to the number of mobile nodes and in between low and high (i.e., medium) amount
of signaling of other schemes in this class. Memory requirement is low because only
attached MRs' prexes needs to be tracked as the next hop. The advantage of
the signaling amount not being high costs incomplete route optimization for LFNs
whereas routes for mobile nodes is optimal.
The scheme, proposed by Mimoune et al. [6], is very similar to the Simple Pre-
x Delegation scheme [42] in terms of delegating prexes and obtaining care-of-
addresses. Unlike the scheme proposed in [42] where CNs are updated by mobile
nodes, MRs notify the border routers in home network about the delegated pre-
x. Border router makes an entry that maps home prexes of MRs to delegated
prexes, and informs other border routers that eventually inform CNs about the
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prexes after the communication starts. CNs congure the MNN's care-of-address
by combining its HoA and the prex informed by the router, and can send pack-
ets using the care-of-address. Although the scheme reduces signaing load which is
distributed among border routers, functionalities of CNs and routers need to be
changed requiring change in infrastructure.
2.3.1.2 Neighbor Discovery Proxy (ND-Proxy)
In this scheme, proposed by Jeong et al. [43], route optimization is achieved by
advertising the prex of the foreign network inside the mobile network. Each MR
obtains a care-of-address from the advertised prex and advertises the prex inside
its mobile network. All mobile nodes use the advertised prex to obtain care-of-
addresses. Routing of packets is dierent from Simple prex delegation (where
prexes are hierarchically delegated) because all addresses are obtained from one
prex. When TLMR receives a packet destined to an MNN, and the nexthop for the
destination is not present in the routing table, the TLMR makes a neighbor discovery
query to nd the next hop for the MNN's care-of-address. An MR attached below
responds if the MNN's care-of-address that is being sought is attached to the MR.
Otherwise, the MR relays the search message to MRs underneath, and replies to
the query when an MR underneath responds with the care-of-address being sought.
Thus, MRs actually act as proxy for MNNs for neighbor discovery.
Finding the nexthop using neighbor discovery introduces delay at the start of
communication. Yet, this scheme has the advantage of not requiring a prex del-
egator in every mobile network. Amount of signaling is similar to that of Simple
prex delegation whereas memory requirement is little higher (hence, low instead of
lower) than Simple Prex Delegation because of maintaining routing entries for all
communicating MNNs underneath an MR.
In another scheme proposed by Song et al. [44], MRs advertise (like MRs in [43])
foreign network's prex to attached MRs only. MRs perform route optimization on
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behalf of attached MNNs by sending BUs to corresponding CNs. Since MRs need
send BUs to all CNs and track all CNs, signaling amount and memory requirement
for the scheme is high in this scheme.
2.3.1.3 Optimal routing for network mobility (Optinet)
Perera et al. [45] proposed a scheme called Optinet which is similar to Simple Prex
Delegation but with dierent prex delegation procedure. Unlike obtaining a prex
directly from the advertised prex in Simple Prex Delegation, a DHCP client in
an MR obtains a prex from the network it attaches to (a mobile network or a
wired network). Petander et al. [46] extended Optinet (xOptinet) that reduces
signaling by restricting the obtaining of the CoAs to only those nodes that are
actively communicating with CNs during the hando. Moreover, xOptinet optimizes
the route for LFNs by having MRs perform route optimization signaling on behalf
of attached LFNs. Unlike other schemes in Sec. 2.3.1, Optinet requires a DHCP
client and a server at every mobile network. Moreover, LFNs' route optimization
requires sending BUs to CNs, and tracking LFN-CN communications resulting in
high amount of signaling and memory requirement, respectively.
2.3.1.4 Mobile IPv6 Route Optimization for NEMO (MIRON)
In MIRON, proposed by Calderon et al. [47, 48], mobile nodes obtain the care-of-
address from the prex of the foreign network. Upon attachment to an MR, a mobile
node obtains a care-of-address from the MR's home prex, and sends a BU to its
HA. The MR intercepts the BU, and noties the mobile node to obtain a new care-
of-address using PANA [49] and DHCP. A mobile node sends a DHCP request to
obtain a care-of-address. Instead of relaying the prex inside the mobile network, this
scheme relays the request to the DHCP server at the foreign network. An assigned
care-of-address is then relayed back to the mobile node. Relaying is performed by
DHCP client and server component in MRs. After obtaining a care-of-address, MR
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noties the attached mobile nodes to obtain care-of-addresses. This procedure of
obtaining a care-of-address is repeated at each hando, and takes longer time than
it takes in other schemes presented in Sec. 2.3.1. Like xOptinet, MIRON optimizes
the route for the LFNs by having the MR perform route optimization signaling on
behalf of attached LFNs, and hence signaling and memory requirement is high.
2.3.1.5 Ad hoc-based (Ad hoc)
In Ad hoc-based scheme proposed by Su et al. [7], mobile nodes obtain care-of-
addresses from the prex of the foreign network. Unlike ND-proxy, for routing
inside mobile network, the route between the MNN and the AR in foreign network
is discovered using an Ad hoc protocol. Route discovery requires ooding of ad hoc
protocol messages that consume bandwidth and introduce a delay at the start of a
communication or after a communication is interrupted due to hando. Moreover,
Ad hoc network protocols are intended for unstable networks, and does not take
advantage of the hierarchical nature of the nested mobile networks. Since it does
not optimize route for any node, signaling requirement is similar to Simple Prex
Delegation at the cost of higher end-to-end delay. Due to the maintenance of routing
entries for all communicating MNNs, memory requirement is high in this scheme.
2.3.1.6 Optimal Path Registration (OPR)
In OPR proposed by Park et al. [8], like ND-Proxy or Ad hoc-based scheme, the
prex of the foreign network is advertised inside the mobile network. The dier-
ence of OPR with ND-Proxy and Ad hoc-based schemes is that the prex is relayed
only to the MRs, resulting in movement transparency for other MNNs. To provide
movement transparency, MRs translate prex of source and destination addresses of
outbound and inbound packets of its network. Translated addresses are similar to
CoAs. Movement transparency costs additional memory due to the maintenance of
a translation table and processing cost per packet for address translation. Signaling
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is low in OPR than other schemes discussed in Sec. 2.3.1 because of not sending
BUs to CNs. To compensate for not sending BUs, CNs are informed of the change
in translated address by marking the packet's header. This costs the MR addi-
tional processing overhead per packet and high memory due to state management
for tracking every CN-MNN communicating pair.
Kim et al. [50] proposed a scheme that improves the performance of OPR by
reducing the number of BUs. To reduce the number of BUs, the scheme proposed
by Kim requires all HAs to join a multicast group that is managed by either the AR
or the HA depending on when the multicast group is formed. For location update,
the AR sends a BU to the multicast group that reaches all HAs. However, this
scheme requires ARs functionality to be modied for route optimization, and hence
not easily deployable.
2.3.1.7 HIP-based (HIP)
A Host Identication Protocol (HIP)-based route optimization is proposed by No-
vaczki et al. [9,10]. Like MRs in other schemes in prex delegation class, the mobile
Rendezvous Servers (mRSVs) in HIP-NEMO obtain prexes from the foreign net-
work, and delegate part of the prexes to attached mRSVs. The prexes are then
advertises inside their mobile network. For route optimization, an mRSV uses the
prex as location identier of MNNs when sending location updates to CNs and
RSVs (acts like HA and DNS), and translates the source/destination address of
outgoing/incoming packets. When an mRSV attaches to an AR, it obtains a new
prex, performs location update signaling with CNs and RSVs on behalf of MNNs,
and updates the prex of the attached mRSVs that also do the same. Location
updates, attaching to a mobile network, and delegation of signaling to mRSVs are
performed according to HIP [51]. Signaling amount for this scheme is the same
as MIRON because of sending location updates to all CNs. Memory requirement
and per packet processing overhead is like OPR because of the similarity in address
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translation process. Although the mobility management entities that perform loca-
tion update and address translation are entities dened in HIP, the basic approach
is essentially the same as the other schemes in this class, and hence we include the
scheme in this class.
2.3.2 Hierarchical
In the hierarchial class, a packet reaches the foreign network traveling through one
HA instead of traveling through all HAs. Unlike prex delegation-based approach, a
nested MR does not send its addresses to CNs. Rather, the MR sends the TLMR's
care-of-address or home address to its HA. CNs use the address to send packets
to a mobile network node. Packets sent by CNs reach node's HA that tunnels the
packets to TLMR's address. Packets tunneled to care-of-address directly reach the
foreign network, whereas packets tunneled to home address reach TLMR's HA that
tunnels packets to the TLMR. On reaching the TLMR, packets are routed to mobile
network nodes by MRs that maintain a routing table containing the mapping of
mobile network's prex to next hop MR.
Figure 2.5 shows an abstract view of the hierarchical approach. TLMR CoA is
passed to HA MR1 and HA VMN by MR1 and VMN, respectively. Also, MR1 and
VMN send their care-of-addresses to TLMR to enable forwarding inside the mobile
network. Therefore, a packet sent to VMN will rst reach HA VMN that tunnels
the packet to the TLMR for forwarding towards the VMN. Thus, communication
route is divided into two parts: the route between TLMR and HA VMN, and the
route from TLMR to VMN. At least one tunnel always exists between TLMR and
HA VMN.
The schemes in this class mainly dier in the use of TLMR's care-of-address
or home address for tunneling, techniques to convey TLMR's address to MRs, and
routing of packets inside mobile network resulting in dierences in signaling, mem-
ory requirement and degree of route optimization. Moreover, depending on the use
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Figure 2.5: Hierarchical approach for route optimization.
of home address or care-of-address of TLMR, the number of tunnels used for com-
munication diers among the schemes; number of tunnels aects degree of route
optimization and header overhead. In addition, location management entities also
vary among the schemes. A comparative summary based on these dierences are
presented in Table 2.2.
The schemes in this class require fewer number of signaling than prex delegation-
based schemes because no BU is sent to CNs (except the schemes proposed in [17,
24, 51, 52]). This also makes CNs transparent to the mobility of communicating
MNNs, yielding location transparency and easy deployability. Additionally, no BU
is sent to the HA for intra mobile network movement because of unchanged TLMR
address, resulting in reduced signaling; this resembles Hierarchical MIPv6 [53], and
hence the name hierarchical. Moreover, the schemes in this class focus on Intra route
optimization. The schemes (except those proposed in [17,24,51,52]) have the
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Table 2.2: A comparison of the route optimization schemes in hierarchical class.
Scheme
Degree
of route
optimiza-
tion
Tunnels Signaling
Memory
require-
ment
Location
management
ONEMO
Near opti-
mal
One Medium Low
HA and
Router in
CN's network
ROTIO
Near opti-
mal
Two Lower Low
HA, TLMR's
HA and
TLMR
LRO
Near opti-
mal
One Low Low HA and LMA
LIN6-
NEMO
Near opti-
mal
None High High
Mapping
agent
HMNR
Near opti-
mal
One Medium Low
HA and
TLMR
ROAD Optimal None High Low HA and CN
HMSRO
Near opti-
mal
One Low Low
HA and
TLMR or AR
Light-
NEMO
Near opti-
mal
One Low Low
HA and
TLMR
Light-
NEMO
ex-
tended
Optimal None High High HA and CN
ROPIO
Near opti-
mal
One Medium Low
HA and
TLMR
HMNB
Near opti-
mal
Two Lower Low
HA, TLMR's
HA and
TLMR
HIP-
based
Optimal None High High
TLMR and
CN
HMIP-
based
Near opti-
mal
Two
/three
Low Low HA and MAP
MoRaRo Optimal None High High
TLMR and
CN
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disadvantage of packets going through one or two tunnels, resulting in near optimal
routes and header overhead.
2.3.2.1 Optimized NEMO (ONEMO)
This scheme, proposed by Watari et al. [11], uses extended router advertisement
message to convey the care-of-address of the TLMR to nested MRs which send the
to the care-of-address to the nearest router of the CN. The router tunnels packets
(sent by the CN) to the TLMR. The router that keeps track of the MR's location is
discovered by the MR when it receives the rst packet through the HA. Discovery is
initiated by the MR by sending a message to an anycast address which is congured
from the prex of the CN. Discovery of the router and sending the care-of-address
to it require additional signaling; we thus consider it as medium (instead of low)
signaling in Table 2.2. The router tunnels the packets, sent by the CN to an MNN,
to the TLMR that routes the packets inside the mobile network. Unlike most of the
schemes in this class, deployability of the scheme is dicult due to the requirement
of support from a router in each CN's network.
2.3.2.2 Route Optimization using Tree Information Option (ROTIO)
In ROTIO, proposed by Cho et al. [12], home address of the TLMR and care-of-
addresses of intermediate MRs (MRs between the TLMR and an MNN) are conveyed
to the nested MR using router advertisement messages that contain tree information
option representing the nesting structure. Each MR appends its care-of-address
to the advertisement sent by the TLMR, and relays the advertisement down the
nesting level. Thus, an MR knows the care-of-address of intermediate MRs from the
advertisement, and sends two BUs: one to its HA to send the HoA of the TLMR,
and another to the TLMR to send a list of care-of-addresses of intermediate MRs.
Therefore, MR's location is tracked through the HA of the MR, TLMR's HA and
the TLMR, and the HA of the MR can tunnel packets to TLMR's home address.
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TLMR, knowing the nesting structure of the mobile network from the BUs, can route
packets inside the mobile network. The disadvantage of this scheme is packets going
through two tunnels- one between the MR's HA and the TLMR's HA, and another
between the TLMR's HA and the TLMR. One additional tunnel as compared to
ONEMO is compensated by lower amount of signaling.
2.3.2.3 Route optimization for nested mobile network in local mobility
domain using local mobility anchors (LRO)
In LRO proposed by Li-hua et al. [13], a prex used in local mobility domain is
advertised to all MRs through extended router advertisements. MRs obtain CoAs
from the prex, and send BUs to their HAs. BUs are also sent to the Local Mo-
bility Anchor (LMA) to send the CoA, HoA, MRs home prex and address of the
HA; therefore, the LMA creates binding entries, and performs location management
along with the HA. A packet, sent from a CN to an LFN, reaches the LFN's HA
that tunnels the packet to the MR. The packet reaches the LMA that searches the
destination (CoA) in the binding entries. On nding the destination, the LMA for-
wards the packet to the MR through intermediate MRs and routers that already
have routing entry (created from BUs sent by the MR to the LMA) for that CoA.
On reception of a packet from local domain, the LMA decapsulates the packet to
search its binding entry for the prex of the inner destination. If found then the
packet is routed within the local domain; otherwise, the packet is encapsulated again
and forwarded to the HA. Therefore, the scheme can handle intra route optimization
in a near optimal way but involves one tunneling in all cases.
2.3.2.4 NEMO protocol based on Location Independent Networking in
IPv6 (LIN6-NEMO)
In LIN6-NEMO proposed by Banno et al. [14,15], MRs obtain the prex of the for-
eign network through extended router advertisements, and send the prex (through
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BU) to the Mapping Agent (MA) which acts (e.g., performs location management)
like the HA. The MA intercepts the packets that are sent by a CN to an MNN,
replaces the prex of the destination address with the prex of the foreign network,
and forwards the packets to the MNN. Unlike other schemes in this class, packets
reach the TLMR through the MA (therefore, near optimal route) without any tunnel
because of the prex replacement procedure. The TLMR forwards the packet inside
the mobile network after restoring the prex of the destination address to MNN's
prex. Location Independent Networking is achieved by always using the prex of
the network at MNN's current location. Translation of prex is transparent to the
transport layer or above where a location independent address, formed by combining
a location independent identier and a prex, is used. The scheme decreases the
chance of single point of failure by employing multiple MAs dispersed in the Inter-
net resulting in increased signaing required to update all MAs. Moreover, memory
requirement is high due to TLMR's tracking of MNNs' prex used for forwarding
packets inside the mobile network.
2.3.2.5 Hierarchical Mobile Network Routing (HMNR)
In HMNR proposed by Jeong et al. [54], an extended router advertisement is used
to convey TLMR's care-of-address to MRs. Mobile nodes send BUs, containing
TLMR's care-of-address, to respective HAs. Therefore, both HA and TLMR in
combination keeps track of the location of nodes. Packets sent from a CN to an
MNN reach the HA that tunnels the packets to the TLMR. To route packets from
the TLMR to the MNN, each MR maintains a routing table that maps the prex
of an MR to the next hop address. The table is constructed by MRs from the
BUs sent from MRs below. Memory requirement for the table is low because the
number of MRs is small in a mobile network. But, the BUs sent from MRs below in
addition to the BUs sent to HAs result in a signaling amount which is higher than
LRO. Kim et al. [16] proposed another scheme which is similar to HMNR in terms
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of conveying TLMR's care-of-address to MRs. Unlike HMNR where the care-of-
address is obtained from the prex of the mobile network's home prex, MRs obtain
care-of-addresses from the home prex of the TLMR. Moreover, a routing protocol,
preferably RIPng [55], is used to route packets inside mobile networks.
2.3.2.6 Route Optimization using Additional Destination-information
(ROAD)
ROAD, proposed by Park et al. [17], is very similar to HMNR except that this
scheme proposes mobile nodes to send BUs, containing TLMR's care-of-address, to
CNs. The care-of-address is used by the CNs as destination address of packets sent
to MNNs. BUs also contain node's home address and care-of-address that are put
into an additional header of packets sent by CNs. Each MR has a prex to care-of-
address (of lower level MRs) mapping that is used to overwrite the destination and
source of incoming and outgoing packets, respectively. Unlike most of the schemes
of this class, this scheme avoids tunneling packets through the HA to secure optimal
route at the cost of increased signaling due to sending BUs to CNs.
2.3.2.7 Hierarchical Mobility Support for Route Optimization (HMSRO)
Kuo et al. [18] proposed HMSRO which is very similar to the HMNR scheme except
the routing table construction process. Unlike HMNR, an MR constructs the routing
table using the BUs, sent by MRs to the TLMR, resulting in fewer number of BUs
(i.e., signaling) as compared to HMNR. A scheme proposed by Kim et al. [56] is
similar to HMSRO with three exceptions - AR's address is used instead of TLMR's
care-of-address, source routing is used to route packet inside the mobile network,
and mobile nodes can send BUs to CNs resulting in increase of signaling amount.
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2.3.2.8 Light-NEMO
Light-NEMO, proposed by Jouaber et al. [52], is similar to HMSRO except the
creation of routing entries by intermediate MRs from the BU sent by a mobile node
to its HA. Moreover, each MR swaps the source address of the packet by its own
care-of-address; eventually the HA gets the TLMR's care-of-address which is used by
the HA to tunnel packets to the mobile network. Light-NEMO is extended to remove
the HA-TLMR tunnel by having mobile nodes performing MIPv6 route optimization
and MRs performing route optimization on behalf on LFNs [57]. Therefore, unlike
most of the schemes in this class, signaling and memory requirement is high in
this scheme. Unlike HMSRO, in extended Light-NEMO, CNs performs location
management along with HAs.
2.3.2.9 Optimization using Prex Information Option (ROPIO)
In ROPIO, proposed by Lu et al. [19], TLMR's prex and care-of-address are ad-
vertised (using PIO) to nested MRs that obtain care-of-addresses from the TLMR's
prex. A nested MRs send one BU containing its care-of-address to the TLMR, and
another containing the TLMR's care-of-address to the HA. Thus, the HA and the
TLMR in combination keep track of the MR's location. Packets sent from a CN
reaches the HA that tunnels packets to the TLMR. The TLMR decapsulates and
tunnels the packets to the nested MR. Packets on the reverse path are tunneled to
HA by MR, and are decapsulated by TLMR that checks if the destination prex is
registered with it. If yes then the packet is tunneled to the MR corresponding to
the registered prex (intra route optimization). Otherwise, the packet is tunneled to
the HA with with the source address changed to the TLMR's care-of-address. The
scheme is similar to HMSRO except the process of conveying the TLMR's care-of-
address to nested MRs, and therefore, signaling and memory requirement are similar
to HMSRO.
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2.3.2.10 Hierarchical Mobile Network Binding (HMNB)
Jeong et al. [20] proposed HMNB which is similar to HMNR and HMSRO with the
exception that in HMNB, like ROTIO, MRs send TLMR's home address (instead
of care-of-address) to respective HAs. Thus, MRs don't need to send any BU when
the TLMR changes network, resulting in less signaling. Disadvantage of this scheme
is packets' traversal through two tunnels in contrast to one in HMNR and HMSRO.
Depending on the hando frequency, the scheme proposed by Jeong et al. [58] pro-
poses to switch between HMNR and HMNB to tradeo signaling with one additional
tunneling.
2.3.2.11 HIP-based
Host Identity Protocol (HIP) [51], which supports mobility and multihoming for
hosts, is used for NEMO in the scheme proposed by Ylitalo et al. [21]. In HIP,
each host uses a unique address at upper layers, and location changes are managed
transparently at HIP or lower layers. At the start of communication in HIP, hosts
(one may be an MNN) establish a key that is used for location update. The basic
principle of HIP-based NEMO is the use of the key to authorize MR to perform
location update on behalf of MNNs. Authorization takes place when an MNN joins
the mobile network; in nested NEMO, authorization is performed at various levels.
When a packet is sent from an MNN to a CN, each MR uses prex translation
of the source address to avoid tunneling. Level by level authorization and prex
translation require maintenance of all HIP sessions going through an MR, and hence
high amount of memory. Although the scheme does not directly resemble other
schemes in the hierarchical class, the scheme is included here because signaling is
performed by the TLMR on behalf of all MNNs. Also, like the most of the schemes in
hierarchical class, the TLMR performs location management. Major disadvantages
of this scheme are diculty in deployment due to the requirement of HIP in hosts,
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high amount of signaling to update CNs, and high memory requirement for TLMR
to maintain the states for all HIP sessions going through it.
2.3.2.12 HMIP-based
Route optimization based on HMIPv6 [53] is proposed by Ohnishi et al. [59] where
mobile network nodes obtain two care-of-addresses - a Regional care-of-address
(RCoA) obtained from the prex of the Mobility Anchor Point (MAP), and a Local
care-of-address (LCoA) obtained from the prex of the mobile network. The nodes
also send two BUs - one to the MAP and another to the HA. The MAP creates
a binding entry from the BU that contains the RCoA, LCoA and prexes of the
MR, and also extracts the tree structure (used for routing header) of the mobile
network. The HA creates a binding entry from the BU containing the home address
and RCoA. Thus, the HA and the MAP keep track of the location of the node.
Packets, sent from a CN to MNNs, reach the HA that tunnels the packets towards
the MAP using the RCoA; the MAP uses the LCoA to tunnel the packets towards the
mobile network along with the specication of the route inside the mobile network in
routing header. Packets sent from the mobile network nodes to the CN are tunneled
by each intermediate MR to avoid ingress ltering, and the MAP detunnels the
packets before forwarding to the CN. Unlike other schemes in this class, the MAP
performs the route optimization functionalities of the TLMR to avoid sending BUs to
HAs for the movement under the same domain, incurring a low amount of signaling
at the cost of additional tunnels.
The scheme proposed by Kim et al. [60] diers from the scheme proposed by
Ohnishi et al. [59] in routing packets inside the mobile network. Packets sent from
MNNs to CNs are tunneled by the MR to its HA using the RCoA instead of the
LCoA as the source to avoid further tunneling.
Schemes proposed by Park et al. [22] and Hu et al. [23] extend HMIP-based
scheme to reduce the number of BUs when the mobile network moves out of the
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MAP's domain, and also avoids tunneling that is required to avoid ingress ltering.
Extended scheme proposes that VMNs and LMNs send the LCoA (instead of the
RCoA) to their HAs using BU resulting in no BU to be sent when mobile network
moves under a dierent MAP.
2.3.2.13 Mobile router-assisted route optimization for NEMO (MoRaRo)
In MoRaRo, proposed by Kae et al. [24], after receiving the rst packet through the
HA, a mobile node sends the TLMR's care-of-address to CNs. The mobile network
nodes also sends its addresses, and CN's address to the TLMR that creates a binding
cache used for routing packets to the nodes, and to send BUs to CNs on behalf of
the nodes. Therefore, CNs along with the TLMR performs location management
for the nodes. Each MR registers to the MR attached above with its prex and all
prexes that are reachable through it, and thus MRs are able to route packets inside
the mobile network.
Unlike most of the schemes (except HIP-based and ROAD) in this class, CNs
can send packets to the nodes without tunneling using the TLMR's care-of-address
but at the cost of increased signaling that results from sending BU to CNs. Home
addresses of the nodes is put into an additional header in the packet, and used
by the TLMR to tunnel the packet to the nodes. Like MIRON, the scheme also
proposes route optimization for LFNs by having MRs acting as proxy resulting in
high memory requirement for tracking LFN-CN communications.
2.3.3 Source routing
In this class, route optimization is achieved by sending the care-of-addresses of MRs
to the CN which, like source routing, inserts the care-of-addresses in the packet
header to reect the nesting structure of the MRs. This however, results in in-
creased header overhead. Packets from the CN reach the TLMR in an optimal
route (without going through HAs). Routing within the mobile network is done
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using the care-of-addresses in the packet header. Memory requirement for routing
entries is low because each MR needs to keep track of only the attached MRs as
next hop. Schemes in this class notify CNs about the care-of-addresses of MRs in
various ways that will be detailed in the descriptions of the schemes. Notication
of care-of-addresses to CNs sacrices location transparency and deployability, and
increases signaling. Methods of sending care-of-addresses to CNs result in dier-
ences in signaling and overheads. Moreover, the schemes also have dierent memory
requirement for routing packets inside the mobile network, as shown in Table 2.3.
Table 2.3: A comparison of the route optimization schemes in source routing class.
Scheme Signaling
Memory
requirement
Other overheads
S-RO High Low
Large delay to converge to opti-
mized route
xMIPv6 Low Low
One tunnel is required for commu-
nication
PCH-
based
Low Low
Requires a router in every network
to support the protocol
SIP-based High High None
Figure 2.6 shows the basic principle of the source routing approach where the
care-of-addresses of TLMR, MR1 and VMN are inserted in packet's header. Packets,
on reaching TLMR, are source routed (using the care-of-addresses) inside the mobile
network by TLMR and MR1.
2.3.3.1 Simple Route Optimization (S-RO)
In S-RO, proposed by Kim et al. [61], initially the MRs send their care-of-addresses
to their respective HAs. Packets sent from a CN are thus encapsulated by the
HAs; MRs decapsulate the packets, and send BUs to the source of decapsulated
packets. The CN then gets care-of-addresses of the MRs, and sends packets directly
to the TLMR with the list of care-of-addresses in the packet header. This scheme
suers from a large delay for the CN to receive all the care-of-addresses required for
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Figure 2.6: Source routing approach.
complete route optimization; this is especially true for higher nesting level. Sending
of BUs to HAs and CNs results in a large amount of signaling.
2.3.3.2 xMIPv6
In xMIPv6, proposed by Gu et al. [62], MRs send BUs containing care-of-addresses
of MRs above to their corresponding HAs. An MR obtains care-of-addresses of MRs
above from the MR to which it is attached. Packets sent from the CN to an MNN
reach the HA that inserts the care-of-addresses in the header of packets. Unlike S-
RO, xMIPv6 does not need BUs from all MRs, resulting in the advantage of reduced
signaling and smaller time for the HA to get care-of-addresses of all MRs above.
Unlike other schemes in this class, packets will always go through a tunnel between
the HA and the corresponding MR.
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2.3.3.3 Path Control Header (PCH)-based
Na et al. [63] proposed a scheme where the care-of-address of the MR is inserted
into packets by the corresponding HA, when a packet travels from an MNN to a CN.
After passing through all the HAs, the packet's header contains the care-of-addresses
of all MRs above. Path control is achieved by a specic router (between the last
HA and the CN) that extracts the care-of-addresses to insert in the packet's header
sent from the CN to the MNN. Like xMIPv6, this scheme has the advantage of low
amount of signaling because of absence of BUs from MRs.
2.3.3.4 Session Initiation Protocol (SIP)-based
Huang et al. [25, 26] proposed a SIP-based [64] route optimization scheme which,
unlike other schemes, uses SIP session establishment procedure to discover an opti-
mized route prior to the start of data communication. An MNN (SIP client) sends a
SIP invite request to the CN (SIP client) to establish a session. A SIP Home Server
(acting like a HA) inserts care-of-addresses of corresponding SIP-network mobility
servers (acting like MRs) into the invite request that reaches the CN with the care-
of-addresses of the network mobility servers. Route optimization is achieved by the
CN inserting the care-of-addresses of the network mobility servers in the packets sent
to the MNN. At hando, the SIP-Network mobility server at the top sends invite
requests (through a SIP-foreign server) to all CNs on behalf of MNNs. Sending in-
vite requests results in high volume of signaling as well as high memory requirement
due to the tracking of all SIP sessions.
2.3.4 BGP-assisted
Unlike the the schemes described so far, the schemes in this class rely on BGP [65] for
mobility management. When the mobile network moves, BGP routers are updated
to make necessary changes in the routing tables by making forwarding entries for
the prex of the mobile network. Information regarding the change of route of
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the mobile network is signaled to few routers that exchange the information with
peers using existing routing protocols in the Internet. Therefore, routers contain
routing entries to route packets to the mobile network irrespective of its location,
and are responsible for location management. Schemes in this class mainly dier
(see Table 2.4) in the number of external BGP updates generated, and incurring
other overheads for managing intra route optimization.
Table 2.4: A comparison of the route optimization schemes in BGP-assisted class.
Scheme
Number of external
BGP updates
Other overheads
CUIP-NEMO Medium Signaling to discover COR
WINMO Low
Overhead of key manage-
ment among routers
Multiple P2P con-
nected HA-based
None
Signaling for P2P communi-
cation among HAs, and for
discovery of the closest HoA
An abstract view of the approach used in this class has been shown in Fig. 2.7.
When the TLMR attaches to the AR in the foreign network, the AR injects a BGP
update that maps TLMR's prex (1:3:1::) to AR's address (1::2). BGP router3
in AR's network updates its peers (BGP router1 and BGP router2), accordingly.
Therefore, packets sent by the CN will reach a BGP router in its network and will
be forwarded to the appropriate BGP router's network where the mobile network
resides.
The major advantage of the schemes in this class is the use of no new entity
for mobility management. Moreover, CNs are transparent to the change of locations
(managed by BGP routers) of MNNs. On the other hand, these schemes will produce
a storm of updates (i.e., signaling) in the Internet when the mobile network moves
frequently. Moreover, the scalability is also an issue due to the maintenance of
routing entries for a large number of mobile networks. Storm of updates and the
scalability have been traded o (i.e., reduced signaling and increased scalability)
with some additional support from the infrastructure resulting in the diculty of
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Nested Mobile Network
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Figure 2.7: BGP-assisted approach.
deployment. Such a trade o also requires packets always traveling through one or
more of some designated routers resulting in near optimal routes.
2.3.4.1 Cellular Universal IP for nested network mobility (CUIP-NEMO)
CUIP-NEMO, proposed by Lam et al. [27], is based on Cellular Universal IP (CUIP)
[66] where universal addresses are used for a set of mobile nodes that are assumed
to be in the same hierarchy of network irrespective of their location. The hierarchy
is rooted at a BGP router of the provider network (home network) of mobile nodes,
and these routers are directly linked at the network layer. Between the movements
of the node there is a Cross-Over Router (COR) that is the rst router in the
hierarchy common in both previous and the current route. All routers upto the
COR is updated with the new route of the mobile node using CUIP signaling. A
packet sent to the mobile node is routed towards the CN's nearest BGP router that
routes the packet towards the BGP router closest to the COR. Routers before the
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COR use prex-based routing whereas the routers after the COR use inecient at
routing.
The hierarchical routing structure for host mobility [66] is adapted for mobile
networks [27] where ARs are considered as BGP routers, and all MRs are assumed
CUIP-enabled routers and hosts. MNNs need not to be aware of CUIP as their
packets are handled by MRs. Although this scheme has the advantages of its class,
it suers from the problem of generating frequent updates for routers. The problems
will continue to increase with increasing distance of the mobile network from its home
network. Moreover, additional signaling is required to discover a COR.
2.3.4.2 Wide-Area IP Network Mobility (WINMO)
The use of BGP for network mobility is proposed by Dul [28] where the AR, upon
the attachment of a mobile network, initiates a BGP update announcing the prex
of the mobile network in the Internet. But this may result in large routing tables
and large number of update messages because of movement of a large number of
mobile networks. To limit the routing table size and number of updates, concepts
of mobile prexes and aggregation routers are introduced in WINMO proposed by
Hu et al. [29].
A mobile prex is used to serve all the mobile networks originated from a par-
ticular home network. Mobile prexes are advertised only by a set of routers called
aggregation routers that keeps track of prexes assigned to the mobile networks.
Other routers set the closest aggregation router as next hop for the mobile prexes.
Whenever a mobile network attaches to a new network, a BGP update is injected
to announce the prex of the mobile network. An aggregation router in the new
network shares this update with all other aggregation routers. A packet sent to the
mobile network reaches a router that forwards the packet to the closest aggrega-
tion router. Aggregation router forwards the packet to the appropriate aggregation
router in the network to which the mobile network is attached.
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For Intra route optimization, a mobile router obtains a care-of-address along with
performing authentication with the AR. The care-of-address is used only to route
packet eciently within the network. A packet sent from the mobile network to a
CN carries a key which is generated during the authentication by encrypting the
prex of the mobile network and the care-of-address. The key is managed among all
the BGP routers and some other additional routers. Route optimization starts when
the reply packet containing the key enters the network. A BGP router checks the
validity of the key, and forwards the packet after changing the destination address
to the care-of-address decrypted from the key.
Although this scheme involves smaller number of routers, and generate smaller
number of routing updates, it requires changes in BGP. Moreover, involvement of a
small group of routers for the mobility management means routes are not completely
optimized. Also, if a CN is unable to recognize the key, the route may not be
completely optimized.
2.3.4.3 Multiple P2P connected HA-based route optimization
Cuevas et al. [30] propose deploying multiple HAs that know each other's information
(e.g., network, IP, etc.) using P2P [67]. A mobile network has a home HA; but can
register with any HA to meet certain performance criteria such as a limit for round
trip time. To nd a closer HA, an MR sends a special BU to its home HA that
responds with a list of HAs closer to current location of the mobile network in
terms of the performance criteria. MR selects an HA, obtains a home address, and
registers with the selected HA. After registration, the HA initiates a BGP update
among routers within the network to install the mapping of the home address to the
care-of-address of the MR. These routers tunnel/de-tunnel the packet to/from the
mobile networks. The change of the HA takes place only when a mobile network
moves out of the current network, and when an MR nds forwarding through current
HA's network is not delivering required performance.
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Unlike other schemes in this class, this scheme does not require BGP updates
outside the network to which the mobile network is attached. But this requires
communication, initiated outside, to take place through the home network resulting
in unoptimized route. In addition, a large number of mobile networks that are
moving frequently can trigger frequent BGP updates along with the problem of a
large number of entries in the routing table.
2.3.5 Miscellaneous
This section includes route optimization schemes that do not fall into any of the
previous classes described in Secs. 2.3.1 - 2.3.4. The techniques, used for route
optimization in the schemes presented in this section, are dierent than the basic
techniques used for route optimization in the classes presented in Secs. 2.3.1 - 2.3.4.
A comparison of the schemes is presented in Table 2.5.
Table 2.5: A comparison of the route optimization schemes not belonging to any
particular class.
Scheme
Degree of route
optimization
Signaling
Memory
requirement
Location
management
ORC-
based
Near optimal Medium High
Routers in the
Internet
RBU-
based
Optimal High Low HA and CN
AODV-
based
Near optimal High High HA
2.3.5.1 Optimized Route Cache (ORC)-based
Wakikawa et al. [68] proposed an approach where the MR sends BUs to a router
in the CN's network, and to the MR attached above (parent MR). The parent MR
sends a BU, which maps the mobile network prex of the MR underneath (child MR)
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to the parent MR's care-of-address, to the router performing location management.
Therefore, packets sent to the mobile network are tunneled to the parent MR's care-
of-address by the router that caches the optimized route for tunneling as long as the
CN communicates with the MNN. Packets, destined to the child MR's network, are
decapsulated and forwarded by the parent MR to the child MR. To route packets
when no router in the CNs' network has the mapping, a BU is sent to a router which
is in the home network of the mobile network. MRs uses a routing protocol to route
packets inside mobile network.
This scheme incurs medium (instead of being high) amount of signaling because
all MRs send BUs to routers (instead to all CNs) in CNs network and to parent
MRs. Memory requirement is also high because of maintaining routing entries for
all MNNs. A major disadvantage of ORC is that it optimizes route for only one level
of nesting. Although route from CNs to MNNs is similar to that in hierarchical class
for one level of nesting, it is dierent when the nesting level increases. In addition,
unlike the schemes in hierarchical class, TLMR's home address or care-of-address is
not conveyed to the nested MRs. Therefore, we have placed this scheme separately
in this section.
2.3.5.2 Recursive BU (RBU)-based
Cho et al. [69] proposed a route optimization scheme where BUs, sent by MRs to
CNs, are used to recursively process the binding table at the CNs to maintain a
route to the TLMR. On reception of a BU having an HoA which is the same as any
of the CoAs in the binding table, the CoA in the table is replaced by the received
CoA. The CN will eventually have a mapping of the MR's prex to the TLMR's
CoA after receiving BUs from all MRs, thereby enabling sending of packets directly
to the TLMR.
Packets are routed inside the mobile network by MRs which maintain routing
tables, or by the TLMR broadcasting a route request for route discovery. Memory
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requirement for routing will be low when routes are discovered dynamically. Amount
of signaling in this scheme is high because mobile nodes will send BUs to CNs. Also,
it is not specied how the MRs will know about the CN. This scheme resembles
schemes in hierarchical class with the dierence of conveying the TLMR's HoA or
CoA to nested MRs.
2.3.5.3 AODV-based
In AODV-based scheme, proposed by Phang et al. [31], the route between an HA
and an MR is established using the AODV protocol. After obtaining a CoA from
the attached (above) MR's prex, the MR uses AODV route request messages to
nd a route towards its HA. During this route nding process, all MRs between the
TLMR and the MR installs the routing entries for routing between the HA and the
MR. After a route reply is received from the HA, MR sends a BU to the HA. Packets
sent from a CN rst reach the HA that tunnels the packet to the MR. Since the
route from the HA to the MR is already established by AODV, the packet reaches
the MR directly without any further tunneling.
The scheme appears to be very simple; yet, it requires all routers in the Internet,
and HAs to support AODV resulting in diculty of deployment. Moreover, the
scheme involves one tunnel for communication along with overhead of burst of mes-
sages (i.e., high signaling) in the Internet during hando due to broadcast of AODV
messages. Although AODV is a protocol for Ad hoc networks, we do not include
AODV-based scheme in prex delegation class under Ad hoc-based scheme due to
the following reason. The basic principle used in Ad hoc-based scheme is to obtain
a CoA from the foreign network prex contrasting the obtaining of the CoA from
MR's prex in the AODV-based scheme. The scheme also resembles the schemes
in hierarchical class in terms of the route except the dierence in establishing the
route.
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2.4 A comparison among the classes
Table 2.6 presents a comparative summary of the classes. Hierarchical schemes are
easier to deploy, and also supports ecient intra mobile network communication at
the cost of sacricing complete optimization. The implication is that hierarchical
schemes are suitable for mobile networks with large nesting levels and communica-
tions are mainly taking place within the mobile network. A mobile network with no
nesting or one/two levels of nesting will not be benetted from the use of hierarchical
schemes that trade o allowing one/two tunnels with lower signaling and intra route
optimization. In addition, most of the communications in the current Internet are
client-server type where MNNs are expected to be clients, and servers are the CNs;
this also lowers the signicance of Intra route optimization provided by hierarchical
schemes.
Table 2.6: A comparison among dierent classes.
Class
Degree
of
route
opti-
miza-
tion
Intra
route
opti-
miza-
tion
Signaling
Header
over-
head
Deploybility
Location
trans-
parency
Prex del-
egation
Optimal No High Low Dicult No
Hierarchical
Near
optimal
Yes Low Medium Easy Yes
Source
routing
Optimal No High High Dicult No
BGP-
assisted
Near
optimal
Yes Low Low Dicult Yes
Delegation-based and BGP-assisted schemes suite the client-server type commu-
nications that prevail in the Internet. Delegation approach is simple, do not intro-
duce any additional overhead on the Internet routing, do not require any support
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from the infrastructure except the end hosts, and optimize route completely; but
exerts additional load on the infrastructure due to high amount of signaling. On the
other hand, BGP-assisted approach supports intra route optimization, and requires
some support from the infrastructure; but routes may not be completely optimized
and excessive mobility will exert load on the infrastructure. Source routing approach
is not suitable for mobile networks having large nesting levels due to large header
overheads that consume bandwidth which is scarce in wireless environment.
Therefore, we pick the prex delegation-based schemes as the optimal class of
schemes for the communication between the mobile network to the wired network,
and consider for further evaluations. Our evaluations will reveal the eects of the
dierences in the schemes in this class, the eects of signaling on the performance,
and limitations of the schemes if any.
2.5 Summary
In this chapter, we have provided an overview of NEMO and its problems followed
by a summary of the existing evaluations of the schemes that has been proposed to
solve the problems. Then we have provided a classication of the schemes and a
comparison of the classes. Based on the comparison, we select a class of schemes for
further evaluations.
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Chapter 3
Evaluation of prex delegation-based schemes
Prex delegation-based schemes dier in the procedure to obtain new addresses from
the delegated prexes, and the degree of optimizing routes depending on the types of
MNNs. This results in dierences in the performance metrics such as hando delay,
end-to-end delay, signaling volume, and memory consumption. The signicance
of these dierences depends on the number and types of mobile network nodes,
number of CNs, nesting level and distance of the mobile network from its home
agent. Therefore, it is not obvious which scheme will have the optimal performance,
given a mobility scenario and a mobile network characteristics, such as numbers
and types of nodes in the mobile network, nesting level and distance from the home
network. This necessitates a comparative evaluation of the prex delegation-based
schemes. In this chapter, we present analytical models evaluating the performance,
and validate the models using simulation.
To evaluate, we have selected four schemes introduced in Chapter 2 { SPD [42],
MIRON [48], OPR [8] and Ad hoc [7]. As far as the dierences mentioned in the
previous paragraph are concerned, these four schemes are representatives of all prex
delegation-based schemes. The schemes have been evaluated in the literature using
either simulation [7], modeling [8] or experimental testbed [48], making it harder to
compare the schemes due to dierences in evaluation methodology. To facilitate a
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fair comparison based on a common framework, we developed analytical models for
the schemes, and validate the models using simulation.
The models developed here are based on the models developed by Lim et al. [32]
(see Appendix C). The model developed to represent signaling (number of BUs)
and memory consumption are similar to those developed by Lim et al. [32]. Unlike
the models that were developed to represent delays [32], models in this chapter
include queuing and contention delays and propagation delays. In addition, we
develop models to nd the end-to-end delay and time required to obtain CoAs.
Moreover, the models of Lim et al. [32] capture only the general characteristics of
the prex delegation-based class and cannot capture the detail characteristics of the
individual schemes. In contrast, the models in this chapter are developed for the
selected individual schemes of the class and capture the detail characteristics of the
schemes to show the dierences quantitatively.
The rest of the chapter is organized as follows. Section 3.1 presents the per-
formance critical dierences among the selected schemes. Section 3.2 presents the
analytical models, followed by numerical results in Sec. 3.3. A comparative analysis
of the schemes is presented in Sec. 3.4. Finally, Sec. 3.5 summarizes the ndings and
types of further analysis to be performed.
3.1 Dierences among prex delegation schemes
Table 3.1 summarizes the dierences that aect the performance of the schemes.
SPD and Ad hoc do not optimize route for LFNs resulting in higher end-to-end
delay due to packets traveling through the HA. End-to-end delay can be signicant
when mobile network is away from the HA and the nesting level is high. The proce-
dure to obtain CoAs in MIRON may lead to higher hando delay when the nesting
level is high. In MIRON, route optimization for LFNs requires additional signal-
ing whose amount is dependent on number of LFN-CN communicating pairs. The
amount of memory required for OPR and its address translation procedure depends
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Table 3.1: Dierences among the prex delegation-based schemes.
Schemes
CoA ob-
tained
from
LFNs'
route opti-
mization
Additional
BU
Memory
requirement
Security
SPD MR No No
Depends on
number of MRs
Good
MIRON AR Yes
Yes, de-
pends on
number of
CN
Depends on
number of
MNNs and CNs
Good
OPR MR Yes No
Depends on
number of
MNNs and CNs
Bad
Ad hoc MR No No
Depends on
number of
MNNs
Good
on the number of MNN-CN communicating pairs. To quantify the dierences for a
comparative evaluation of the schemes, we develop analytical frameworks in Sec. 3.2.
3.2 Analytical models
This section presents the models [70] for the selected prex delegation-based schemes.
For convenience, models were developed based on assumptions that do not aect the
results as far as the comparison of the schemes is concerned. Assumptions, notations,
and the models are presented in this section.
3.2.1 Notations and assumptions
The models for the selected schemes are developed in Sec. 3.2.2. In this section,
we introduce the notations that are common for all the schemes, and assumptions
under which the models are developed.
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3.2.1.1 Assumptions
We make the following assumptions to simplify the development of the models for
the selected schemes.
 BUs that are sent periodically to refresh the entries are not considered. This
quantity is deterministic and same for all the schemes.
 The number of CNs to which each MNN is communicating is uniform through-
out the mobile network.
 Processing capacity of all the nodes are equal. This has little eect on the
models because of negligible values of processing delays compared to link de-
lays.
 Time required for packets' processing, such as encapsulation/ de-capsulation,
address swapping, table searching, etc. are similar. This assumption does not
aect the models because of negligible values of the processing delay when
compared to link delays.
 We only consider the movement of the entire mobile network as a whole (as-
suming no relative movements among the MNNs) to derive the number of BUs
and hando delay. This type of movement of the mobile network is more likely
in the real world.
 We assume a hierarchical (with parent-child relationship) and static topology
for the nested mobile network, and this assumption was implicitly made in all
previous works on NEMO. Link state and prex can be disseminated eciently
by broadcasting router advertisements down the hierarchy.
 Hando delay of an MNN can be expressed as the sum of the delay to obtain a
CoA after the TLMR hands o to an AR and the location update delays. Since
location update delays are equal for the schemes, dierences among hando
delays are determined by the dierences in the delay to obtain the CoA.
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3.2.1.2 Notations common to all schemes
In this section, we describe the notations that have been used to describe the models
in Sec. 3.2.2. Since congestion and contention is dierent during hando because
of the increase in the number of signaling packets, we dierentiate them from the
congestion and contention delays during times other than hando. It is also to
be noted that the delays due to congestion and contention can be dierent for the
schemes due to dierences in signaling. Therefore, we have used dierent variables to
denote the delays due to congestion and contention. The notations used to develop
the models are as follows:
T cf =End-to-end delay from an LFN to a CN
Ta =Delay to obtain the CoA
l =Nesting Level of an MNN
sp =Size of the data packet
sa =Size of the router advertisement packet
r =Average router processing time
to process a packet
e =Average router processing time
to encapsulate or decapsulate a packet
pd; pw =Propagation delays for wired and wireless
links, respectively
bw =Average bandwidth available at a
wireless node
csd(l); c
m
d (l); c
o
d(l); c
a
d(l) =Hop delay for data packets in wireless
links as a function of l for SPD,
MIRON, OPR and Ad hoc, respectively
csh(l); c
m
h (l); c
o
h(l); c
a
h(l) =Hop delay during hando in wireless
links as a function of l for SPD
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MIRON, OPR and Ad hoc, respectively
bd =Average bandwidth available at a
wired node
mr =Memory required by TLMR
nb; nc =Number of BUs and CNs, respectively
nr; nf ; nm; nv =Number of MRs, LFNs, LMNs
and VMNs, respectively in the
entire mobile network
hha; h
c
a; h
c
h; h
h
h =Avg. number of hops from an AR
to an HA, an AR to a CN, an HA to a CN,
and an HA to an HA, respectively
n0r; n
0
f ; n
0
m; n
0
v =number of MRs, LFNs, LMNs
and VMNs, respectively
attached to an MR
3.2.2 Models for the selected schemes
In this section, we develop analytical models for the four prex delegation-based
schemes to measure the following metrics:
 Number of BUs: Number of BUs is measured by the number of BUs generated
from a mobile network during hando. BUs consume bandwidth in mobile net-
work and wired network, and its amount varies among the schemes depending
on the number and types of MNNs.
 End-to-end delay: End-to-end delay measures the time taken by a packet sent
from an MNN to reach a CN. It is a very crucial performance metric for
real time applications, and aects the throughput of acknowledgment-based
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transport protocols. End-to-end delay is signicantly dierent for the schemes
when the mobile network is away from the HA, and when nesting level is high.
 Memory overhead: Memory overhead reects the additional memory required
at MRs for route optimization, and it is measured by the number of IPv6
addresses stored in the MR. Memory overhead can be an limiting factor in
resource constrained environment, and depends on the number of MNNs.
 Delay to obtain CoA: This measures the delay to obtain the CoA during hand-
o. This delay adds to the hando delay, varies among the schemes and is a
function of the nesting level.
The models are presented in the next four subsections. As we present the models
for SPD, we also state the dierences of our models from those developed by Lim et
al. [32] (Appendix C). However, similar dierences apply for the models of MIRON,
OPR and Ad hoc schemes.
3.2.2.1 SPD
 Number of BUs: Number of BUs is derived in the same way as it was
derived by Lim et al. [32]. SPD provides route optimization for all MNNs
(except LFNs) that send BUs to CNs and HAs. Thus the number of BUs for
each MNN is (nc + 1), and the number of BUs sent by all MNNs is given by
nb = (nc + 1) (nr + nm + nv) : (3.1)
(Number of BUs derived by Lim et al. is nb = (nc + 1) (nr + nm) where they
considered only VMNs and MRs. Appendix C contains the details of the
models developed by Lim et al. [32].)
 End-to-end Delay: End-to-end delay was not modeled by Lim et al. [32],
but is important to show the dierences of the prex delegation-based schemes.
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End-to-end delay is derived in a similar way the latency of BUs was derived by
Lim et al. [32] (please see Appendix C for the latency of BUs model developed
by Lim et al.). Unlike the derivation in [32], we use contention and queuing de-
lay in wireless links (csd(l)), and propagation delays of links (pd, pw) in addition
to other parameters. The derivation of the model is discussed next. Since no
route optimization is provided for LFNs, packets sent by an LFN are tunneled
through its MR's HA. Since other MRs above optimize their route, there is one
tunnel only. Therefore, we use the number of hops from a CN to an HA, an
HA to an LFN multiplied by sum of propagation delay, transmission delay, per
hop delay and processing delay at each router to calculate end-to-end delay
which is given by
T cf = (l + 1)

s
bw
+ pw + c
s
d(l) + r

+
 
hha + h
c
h
 s
bd
+ pd + r

+ 2 e:
(3.2)
 Memory overhead for TLMR: Memory overhead is derived in the same
way as it was derived by Lim et al. [32]. Unlike the memory requirement
models developed by Lim et al. where the total memory requirement at all
entities were derived, we derive the memory requirement only at the TLMR.
Although the total memory requirement for all entities may actually be large,
the amount of memory required at each entity may be small. However, the
memory requirement at the TLMR may be large, as the TLMR is in charge of
the entire mobile network.
In SPD, a prex is assigned to each attached MR resulting in an entry in
the routing table that maps a prex to the next hop MR. Therefore, memory
required is
mr = 2n
0
r: (3.3)
 Delay to obtain CoA: Delay to obtain CoA was not derived by Lim et
al. [32]. We derive Delay to obtain CoA in a similar way we derive End-to-end
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delay. For the derivation, we consider the detail procedure of obtaining the
CoA. The TLMR obtains a CoA and prex from the prex advertised by the
AR. Obtained prex is then advertised inside the mobile network. All MNNs
(except LFNs), on reception of this advertisement, obtain CoAs from the prex
whereas MRs, like TLMR, obtain a prex to advertise to its MNNs. The delay
to propagate the prex to an MR at a level is the sum of hop delays due to
congestion and contention during hando, processing delay, propagation delay,
and transmission delay multiplied by the level:
Ta = l

sa
bw
+ pw + c
s
h(l) + r

: (3.4)
3.2.2.2 MIRON
 Number of BUs: MNNs (except LFNs) send BUs to their respective HAs
and CNs. In addition, MRs send BUs to the CNs that are communicating
with LFNs. Therefore, the number of BUs for MIRON is given by
nb = (nc + 1) (nv + nm + nr) + ncnf : (3.5)
 End-to-end Delay: End-to-end delay includes propagation delay, transmis-
sion delay, per hop delay and processing delay at each router on the optimized
route. Additional delay is incurred for LFNs due to MR replacing the source
address by its CoA, and placing the LFN's source address in the extension
header. End-to-end delay from LFN to CN is given by
T cf = r (l + h
c
a + 1) +

sp
bw
+ pw + c
m
d (l)

(l + 1)
+

sp
bd
+ pd

hca + ad
(3.6)
where ad is the average per packet processing time at an MR.
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 Memory overhead for TLMR: An MR creates a host route entry for each
MNN (except LFNs) under it to route packets inside the mobile network.
An MR also keeps track of the CN-LFN (attached to MR) pairs. Thus, the
memory overhead for MR in MIRON is computed as
mr = 2
 
nv + nm + nr + ncn
0
f

: (3.7)
 Delay to obtain CoA: After obtaining the CoA, an MR starts PANA re-
authentication phase (requires four messages) [49] to tell the attached MNNs
to obtain CoAs. An MNN sends a DHCPv6 request to obtain a CoA from the
foreign access network. The request is relayed by the MRs, on the path to the
TLMR, towards the foreign network. The DHCPv6 reply, containing the CoA,
reach the MNN along the same path. Therefore, the time to obtain a CoA
for an MNN at any level is the sum of time required to obtain CoAs by all
the MRs on the path to the TLMR, and the time for DHCPv6 request/reply
messages exchange. Let, sn = Size of PANA message, s
q
h = Size of DHCPv6
request message, and srh = Size of DHCPv6 reply message. Then delay to
obtain CoA is given by
Ta = 4

sn
bw
+ pw + c
m
h (l) + r

l +
sqh + srh
bw
+ 2pw
+2cmh (l) + 2r
 i=lX
i=1
(i+ 1) : (3.8)
Note that delay to obtain CoA in MIRON is quadratic in terms of level.
3.2.2.3 OPR
 Number of BUs: In OPR, only MRs obtain CoAs, and send BUs to their
HAs. No BU is sent to the CN for route optimization. Thus the number of
BUs becomes equal to the number of MRs in the mobile network:
nb = nr: (3.9)
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 End-to-end delay: OPR procedure to register the new translated address
with the CN requires table searching at the MR, and binding cache searching
at the CN for every packet. Also, the address of the packet is changed by the
MR before forwarding it. We combine these three processing costs as OPR
processing cost in our model. Therefore, end-to-end delay in OPR is the sum
of OPR processing time and the end-to-end delay of MIRON (Eqn. (3.6)) as
given below.
T cf = r (l + h
c
a + 1) +

sp
bw
+ pw + c
o
d(l)

(l + 1)
+

sp
bd
+ pd

hca + ad + OPR (3.10)
where, OPR is the OPR processing time at the MR.
 Memory overhead for TLMR: In addition to routing entries like SPD,
OPR scheme stores a table at each MR for the OPR procedure. For each CN-
MNN pair attached to the MR, the table requires an entry containing original
address, translated address and the ags. Hence, memory overhead for the
MR in OPR scheme is given by
mr = 2n
0
r + 3nc
 
n0v + n
0
m + n
0
f + n
0
r

: (3.11)
 Delay to obtain CoA: This delay is the same as that of SPD, and is given
by Eqn. ( 3.4).
3.2.2.4 Ad hoc
 Number of BUs: Like SPD, Ad hoc scheme optimizes route for all MNNs
except LFNs. Therefore, number of BUs can be found from Eqn. (3.1).
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 End-to-end Delay: End-to-end delay for this scheme is equal to the end-to-
end delay for SPD ignoring the the additional delay incurred at the start of
packet delivery for route discovery using AODV [71], and given by Eqn. ( 3.2).
 Memory overhead for TLMR: When an MNN communicates with one or
more CNs, the TLMR has to maintain one routing entry to forward packets
for that MNN. Therefore, the memory overhead of this scheme is given by
mr = nv + nm + nr: (3.12)
 Delay to obtain CoA: An MR obtains a CoA from the advertised prex
followed by the route discovery to the AR using AODV, and advertise the prex
inside its network. Therefore, the delay will be the sum of propagation delay
of the prex, and the route discovery delay. To calculate path discovery delay,
we use the number of hops between the AR and an MR which is essentially
the level of that MR. Therefore, the delay to obtain CoA is
Ta = l

sa
bw
+
sqr
bw
+
srr
bw
+ 3 (pw + c
a
h(l) + r)

; (3.13)
where, sqr = Size of AODV request message, and s
r
r = Size of AODV reply
message.
The models developed in this section are used to compare the schemes using
numerical results that are validated by simulation, and analyzed in Sec. 3.3.
3.3 Simulation and numerical results
In this section, we present numerical results obtained from the models developed
in Sec. 3.2, and validate the results using ns-2 [72] simulation. Since ns-2 can not
be used to validate memory overhead, and the number of BUs is deterministic, we
only validate delay to obtain CoA and end-to-end delay. Delay to obtain CoA is
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the time dierence between the time instant the TLMR obtains a CoA and the time
instant the lowest level MR obtains a CoA. On the other hand, end-to-end delay was
measured by the dierence between the time instant of the CN receiving a packet
and the time instant of the LFN sending the packet.
3.3.1 Simulation environment
Figure 3.1 shows the simulation topology for a nesting level of two. LFN1 is set as
the constant bit rate data source over UDP and CN is the destination. The mobile
network moves between ARs resulting in mobile network hando. Since the results
dier among the schemes only for LFNs, we use LFNs in our simulation. IEEE 802.11
is used for all wireless communications. The number of hops between HA MR3 and
the mobile network is varied by varying the number of routers between HA MR3
and R. Values of parameters used in the simulation and models are summarized in
Sec. 3.3.2.
3.3.2 Simulation and model parameters
Table 3.2 shows the values of parameters used in the models and simulation. Values
for processing time, bandwidth and propagation delays are those used by Park et
al. [8]. Since the delegated prex translation processing time includes table search-
ing, address changing and copying new address, we set delegated prex translation
processing time as three times of the processing time. Packet sizes for the schemes
are taken from the corresponding schemes. Average hop delays (propagation, con-
tention and congestion) in wireless links are obtained from simulation.
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Figure 3.1: Topology used for simulation with two levels of nesting.
Table 3.2: Values of the parameters used in the models.
sp = 1000 bytes sa = 88 bytes
r = 10s sn = 76 bytes
e = 10s s
q
h = 96 bytes
bw = 10
7 Mbps srh = 184 bytes
sqr = 88 bytes s
r
r = 84 bytes
dpt = 30s ad = 10s
pw = 30=(3 108) s pd = 1:8 ms
csd(l); c
m
d (l); c
o
d(l); c
a
d(l) = Obtained
from simulation and presented in
Fig. 3.6
csh(l); c
m
h (l); c
o
h(l); c
a
h(l) = Obtained
from simulation and rresented in
Fig. 3.9
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3.3.3 Results
3.3.3.1 Number of BUs
Figure 3.2 shows that the number of BUs for SPD, Ad hoc and MIRON increases
linearly with the number of CNs. This is because route optimization requires BUs
to be sent to each CN. The number of BUs for MIRON is higher than that for
Ad hoc and SPD because MIRON optimizes routes for LFNs that requires sending
additional BUs to the CN.
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Figure 3.2: Number of BUs generated when TLMR moves, for nr = 20, nm = 20,
nv = 400 and nf = 400. Values for SPD and Ad hoc are equal and superimposed.
Values for OPR is small and superimposed on the axis.
Figure 3.3 shows that the number of BUs in MIRON increases linearly with the
number of LFNs, as BUs are sent for each LFN. The number of BUs in SPD and
Ad hoc are constant with respect to number of LFNs which require no BUs, as their
routes are unoptimized.
As revealed by Figs. 3.2 and 3.3, the number of BUs in OPR is the lowest and
constant because no BUs are sent to CNs.
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Figure 3.3: Number of BUs generated when the TLMRmoves with nr = 20, nm = 20,
nv = 400 and nc = 5. Values for SPD and Ad hoc are equal and hence, superimposed.
Values for OPR is small, and superimposed with the axis.
3.3.3.2 Memory overhead for TLMR
Figure 3.4 shows the impact of the number of CNs on the memory overhead of the
TLMR. The rate of increase for OPR is the highest as the TLMR tracks all CN-MNN
(attached) communications. In MIRON, only CN-LFN (attached) communications
are tracked. Memory overhead in SPD and Ad hoc is constant with respect to
the number of CNs because no tracking of ongoing communications are required.
Memory overhead for Ad hoc is a little higher than that of SPD due to memory
used to maintain routing entries for all MRs in contrast to SPD's maintaining routing
entry for attached MRs only (because of hierarchical prex delegation).
3.3.3.3 End-to-end delay
Figure 3.5 shows the end-to-end delay as a function of level, where the end-to-end
delay increases almost linearly except for the Ad hoc scheme where it tends to be
non-linear at higher levels. The end-to-end delay depends on sum of hop delays.
Since the hop delay for Ad hoc scheme increases linearly with level (see Fig. 3.6),
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Figure 3.4: Memory overhead with increasing number of CNs.
the increase of the end-to-end delay is quadratic (see Eqn. (3.2)) as a function of
the level (see Fig. 3.5). The end-to-end delay for the other schemes is linear as a
function of level because increase of the hop delay with the level is insignicant.
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Figure 3.5: End-to-End delay between CN and LFN with increasing nesting level.
Data for MIRON and OPR are very close and almost superimposed.
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Figure 3.6: Hop delay in the wireless links for dierent schemes.
Hop delays for the schemes are presented in Fig. 3.6. The reason for higher
rate of increase for Ad hoc scheme is the increased contention and congestion due
to periodic signaling for updating routes.
End-to-end delay as a function of the number of hops between the mobile network
and its HA is shown in Fig. 3.7. End-to-end delays in SPD and Ad hoc schemes
increase with increase of the number of hops due to the increase in the route length
as packets traverse through the HA. End-to-end delays for MIRON and OPR are
independent of the number of hops because packets do not go through the HA.
3.3.3.4 Delay to obtain CoA
Figure 3.8 presents the delay for the lowest level MR to obtain a CoA. For MIRON,
the rate of increase is higher than that for others. The higher rate results from the
quadratic nature of the delay as a function of level (see Eqn. 3.8) compared to the
linear nature (see Eqn. (3.4)) for other schemes. Delay to obtain a CoA in Ad hoc
is higher than that of SPD and OPR due to the additional time required to nd
the route to the AR using AODV request/reply messages after the CoA is obtained.
Delay to obtain a CoA in SPD and OPR is similar because of the similar procedure
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to obtain a CoA. At lower levels, delay in Ad hoc scheme is higher than the delay
in MIRON due to two reasons. First, the lack of domination of the quadratic delay
of MIRON at lower values of the level. Second, the hop delay of Ad hoc scheme is
higher than that of MIRON.
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Figure 3.7: End-to-End delay between the CN and the LFN with increasing number
of hops between the mobile network and the HA. Values for SPD and Ad hoc, and
values for MIRON and OPR are very close and superimposed.
Figure 3.9 shows the hop delays for the schemes during hando. Hop delays for
SPD and OPR are the highest due to the following reason. Hop delay for the rst
packet (RA, PANA message, etc.), sent from the TLMR to the attached MNNs after
the discovery of an AR, is much larger compared to hop delays for the rest of the
signaling packets. Since we compute hop delays by taking mean of the hop delays for
all signaling packets generated during hando, it is small when number of signaling
packets generated is large, and vice versa. Hop delays are higher in SPD and OPR
than that of MIRON and Ad hoc because of smaller number of signaling packets.
Hop delay in Ad hoc is higher than MIRON due to more congestion and contention
during hando because of the broadcast of signaling packets.
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Figure 3.8: Delay to obtain CoA by the lowest level MR for the schemes.
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Figure 3.9: Hop delay for dierent schemes during hando.
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3.4 Comparative analysis of the schemes
Section 3.3.3 presents the metrics (discussed in Sec. 3.2.2) as a function of the level,
number of hops between the mobile network and the HA, and number of CNs and
LFNs. The metrics can aect the performance, and limit the application of the
schemes depending on the hando frequency (due to the generation of signaling and
hando delay during hando), number and types of MNNs, distance of the mobile
network from the HA, and the level. Among the parameters, hando frequency is
determined by the mobility scenario whereas others are the characteristics of the
mobile network. Therefore, in this section, we perform a qualitative comparison of
the schemes to discuss the suitability of the schemes under various scenario that
aects the parameters and hence, the metrics. We also present a comparative sum-
mary of the schemes that shows the major advantages achieved by the schemes, and
the cost for achieving the advantages.
3.4.1 Comparison based on mobility characteristics
Results for the delay to obtain the CoA and signaling of the schemes presented
in Sec. 3.3.3 can be analyzed for comparison of the schemes under the following
mobility scenario.
 Scenario 1 (high mobility): A mobile network, traveling at a high velocity, has
low subnet residence time and high hando frequency. Since OPR generates
the minimum number of BUs with low hando delay, it is the most preferable
scheme for this scenario. SPD can be the next choice in high mobility sce-
nario due to the hando delay similar to OPR along with signaling lower than
MIRON.
 Scenario 2 (low mobility): This can be a mobile network in a vehicle moving
at a low velocity and thus, having a low hando frequency. MIRON and OPR
will provide better throughput than other schemes, as these schemes optimize
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route for all MNNs. Eect of the large delay to obtain CoA on throughput
will be low in MIRON because of fewer number of handos.
3.4.2 Comparison based on the number of LFNs
Packets to or from LFNs are tunneled in SPD and Ad hoc in lieu of the advantage
of having low amount of signalling. Additional bandwidth required due to tunneling
headers might be compensated by low bandwidth consumption of small amount of
signaling. But tunneling also results in high end-to-end delay that aects perfor-
mance of real-time trac and acknowledgement-based transfer protocols. However,
the end-to-end delay due to tunneling is small in SPD and Ad hoc when the mobile
network is close to home agent. Also, the bandwidth consumption due to BUs will
be high in MIRON when number of LFNs is high. Therefore, SPD and Ad hoc will
be preferable to MIRON when a mobile network with a large number of LFNs is
close to the home network.
3.4.3 Comparison based on memory requirement
In memory-constrained environments (e.g., mobile phones or sensors acting as routers
which are also characterized by low processing capability), Ad hoc is the best choice
due to low memory overhead. Although SPD has even lower memory overhead than
Ad hoc, the requirement for each MR in SPD to be a prex delegator seems to be
infeasible due to additional processing overhead required by MRs to act as prex
delegators.
3.4.4 Comparison: principal advantages and associated cost
Table 3.3 summarizes principal advantages of the schemes and costs to achieve those
advantages. Because of tractability reasons, not all the costs mentioned here were
modeled in this paper. Comparison shows that there is no single scheme which
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Table 3.3: Summary of major performance gains and costs.
Schemes Advantages Cost of achieving the advantages
SPD Lowest memory overhead.
Prex delegation involves security,
authentication and accounting over-
heads, and is not possible through ex-
tended RA only. It might not be feasi-
ble to use all MRs as prex delegators.
MIRON
1. Optimize route for LFNs
2. Use of standard protocols
for CoA conguration.
Increased signaling, memory overhead
and delay to obtain CoA.
OPR Lowest signaling.
1. Memory overhead to track
communication of all attached
MNNs can increase signicantly
with the number of actively
communicating CNs.
2. Additional processing per
packet at MRs and CNs.
3. Inability to optimize route when
packets are not sent from the
mobile network to CN
Ad hoc
1. Lower expected memory
overhead because routes are
dynamically discovered at
the start of communication
(thus no permanent route
entry is required.).
2. Resistant to creation of self
loop when the MRs move
relative to each other like
MRs in a MANET
1. Large delay to obtain CoA due
to route discovery after hando.
2. Mobile networks have hierarchi-
cal architecture with stable con-
nectivity but ad hoc protocols
are designed for networks with-
out hierarchy where connections
are intermittent. Therefore, Ad
hoc route optimization causes
unnecessary signaling for mobile
networks.
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is the best for all mobility scenarios and mobile network characteristics. Results
presented here provide a preliminary idea to select an appropriate prex delegation-
based scheme for a mobile network as a function of parameters, such as the mobility
scenario, number and types of MNNs, number of CNs, distance of the mobile router
from its HA, and the nesting level. OPR performs better than other schemes, but
can optimize the route only when packets ow from the mobile network to the
CN. MIRON can perform better at low speeds of the mobile network with a small
number of LFNs and small nesting level. SPD and Ad hoc performs better when a
mobile network with a large number of LFNs is close to its home network. However,
Ad hoc's performance is the worst when the nesting level is more than two.
3.5 Summary
Results of the evaluation show the dierences in the end-to-end delay and the delay
to obtain the CoA that aects the hando delay. The end-to-end delay and hando
delay will aect the throughput of the transport protocols, such as Transmission
Control Protocol (TCP). Moreover, eects of the hando delay will be magnied
with the increase of the speed of the mobile network. Therefore, we intend to
evaluate the throughput of TCP with the prex delegation-based schemes while
using the speed of the mobile network as another parameter.
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Chapter 4
TCP-performance evaluation of prex
delegation-based schemes
TCP is the most widely-used data transport protocol in the Internet. The through-
put of TCP is inversely proportional to the frequency and duration of interruptions
that occur during data transfer. Such interruptions result from the handos of
devices that move between networks. Also, the throughput of TCP is inversely
proportional to the end-to-end delay.
Prex delegation-based schemes dier in address obtaining procedures resulting
in dierences in the hando delay (i.e., duration of the hando). Eects of the
dierences in the hando delay vary with the hando-frequency that depends on
the mobility speed. In addition, schemes dier in optimizing route for LFNs to
yield dierent end-to-end delay when the mobile network is away from the home
network (i.e., the end-to-end delay between the home agent and the mobile net-
work increases). Therefore, throughput characteristics of TCP, when used with the
schemes, are not obvious as a function of the speed of a mobile network and its
distance from the home network.
In this chapter, our goal is to compare the throughput of the prex delegation-
based schemes as a function of the speed of a mobile network and its distance from the
home network. However, we exclude the ad hoc-based scheme from the comparison
due to its worst performance that was revealed by our evaluations presented in the
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previous chapter. The rest of the chapter is organized as follows. Section 4.1 presents
the dierences among the schemes from the perspective of TCP-throughput. Details
of simulation and results are discussed in Secs. 4.2 and 4.3. Section 4.4 presents a
comparative discussion based on the evaluations followed by concluding remarks in
Sec. 4.5.
4.1 Dierences among the schemes considering
TCP-throughput
The schemes mainly dier in the procedure of obtaining CoAs and in optimizing
route for LFNs. These dierences, summarized in Table 4.1, aect the throughput
of TCP. In MIRON, nodes take longer time to obtain CoAs resulting in a longer
hando delay. Both MIRON and OPR optimize route for LFNs that results in
shorter end-to-end delay. Hando delay causes packet loss and interruptions in
communications resulting in degradation of the throughput of TCP. On the other
hand, the throughput of TCP is inversely proportional to the end-to-end delay.
Therefore, OPR will yield the highest throughput whereas throughput superiority
of MIRON and SPD depends on the mobility speed and the end-to-end delay between
the HA and the mobile network. The rate of change of throughput with the hando
frequency (determined by speed) is higher for MIRON due to large hando delay.
On the other hand, throughput of SPD changes with the end-to-end delay between
the HA and the mobile network whereas that of MIRON is unaected. Quantitative
evaluations of the end-to-end delay, delay to obtain CoAs and throughput under
various speed and at dierent end-to-end delays are presented in subsequent sections.
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Table 4.1: Dierences among the three schemes that make dierence in throughput.
Schemes CoA obtaining time LFNs' route optimization
SPD Small No
MIRON Large Yes
OPR Small Yes
Table 4.2: Values of parameters used in simulations.
Parameter Value
Simulation time 360s
Wired link BW 10Mbps
Wired link delay 1.8ms
Wireless (802.11b) link BW 11Mbps
Wireless range 250m
Ethernet (802.3) BW 10Mbps
4.2 Simulation environment
Figure 4.1 demonstrates a topology (with two levels of nesting) used in simulations.
CN is the FTP source over TCP whereas LFN1 (connected to MR3 using Ethernet)
is the TCP sink. The mobile network moves between ARs, placed in a horizontal
line. Speed of movement is varied between 2 m/s to 30 m/s, and beyond 30 m/s
handos are too frequent to be practical for real world scenario. Since throughput
characteristics (with respect to speed) of all types of MNNs are the same across
the schemes, and it is only LFNs' route optimization in which the schemes dier,
we use only LFNs in our evaluations. IEEE 802.11 standard is used for wireless
communications. To simulate the change of the end-to-end delay between HA MR3
and the mobile network headed by MR3, we vary the link delay between HA MR3
and Router. Values of parameters, used in simulations, are presented in Table 4.2.
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Figure 4.1: Topology used for simulation.
4.3 Results
We measure (at 95% condence level) end-to-end delays, delays to obtain CoAs and
throughput for the mobile network (residing at the lowest level) as a function of the
speed and end-to-end delay between the HA and the mobile network. Throughput
was measured by the total amount of data received at LFN1. Analysis of results is
presented in the following sections.
4.3.1 End-to-end delay for LFNs
End-to-end delay, measured as the dierence between the time of sending a packet
by CN and the time of receiving the packet by LFN1, is shown in Fig. 4.2. With the
increase of the delay between Router and the HA (in Fig. 4.1), the end-to-end delay
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Figure 4.2: Average end-to-end delay between CN and LFN1.
for SPD increases whereas that of the other two schemes is not aected much. The
reason for this is described next. Since SPD does not optimize route, packets reach
LFN1 through the HA resulting in end-to-end delays of packets dependent on the
end-to-end delay between Router and the HA. Other two schemes optimize route
for LFNs and therefore, packets reach LFN1 without going through the HA. Thus,
end-to-end delays for these two schemes are not aected (except small increase in
MIRON) by the end-to-end delay between Router and the HA.
In MIRON, end-to-end delay shows small increase because after hando, CN
may send packets through the HA until a BU is received from the MR. Sending of
the BU to CN might be delayed because at the reception of the rst packet after
hando, the MR records the source (CN) of the packet for sending the BU (but
does not send immediately) which is sent when the next period to send BUs comes.
During this delay, packets are sent through the HA resulting in the increase of the
end-to-end delay in MIRON. In OPR, there is no such delay, as the MR sends the
CoA to CN as soon as the rst packet is received after hando.
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4.3.2 Delay to obtain CoA vs. level of nesting
We measure the delay to obtain CoAs for a nested MR (such as MR3 in Fig. 4.1)
by measuring the dierence between the time instant when TLMR obtains the CoA
and the time instant when the nested MR obtains the CoA. This delay which aects
the hando delay is presented in Fig. 4.3.
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Figure 4.3: CoA obtaining delay of the MR at the lowest level after TLMR hands
o.
For SPD and OPR, delays to obtain CoAs are similar where each MR obtains a
CoA from the advertised prex, and immediately advertises a part of the prex to
the attached MRs. All the MRs down the level does the same resulting in a delay
which is linearly proportional to the level.
For MIRON, the delay is much larger than that of SPD and OPR. An MR, after
obtaining a CoA, requests the attached MRs to obtain CoAs. Attached MRs use
DHCPv6 request/reply messages that travels between the MRs and TLMR's foreign
network. Therefore, the delay to exchange the messages is proportional to the level
of the MRs. Moreover, an MR can start the procedure to obtain a CoA after all the
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MRs above has obtained CoAs. Therefore, the delay to obtain a CoA is the sum of
delay for all MRs above plus the delay resulting from the exchange of the messages,
and hence quadratic in terms of the level.
4.3.3 Change of throughput with speed of mobile network
Figure 4.4 shows the change of throughput with the speed of the mobile network.
Throughput falls with increasing speed due to increased hando frequency. Since
hando delay in SPD and OPR is lower due to a small CoA obtaining time (see
Fig. 4.3), and OPR optimizes route for LFNs, throughput for OPR is the highest.
Despite having a similar hando delay, throughput of SPD is lower than OPR's
throughput due to higher end-to-end delay (see Fig. 4.2).
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Figure 4.4: Throughput of dierent schemes for dierent nesting level. Vertical
dashed lines indicates the speed at which throughput of MIRON falls below that of
SPD.
Although LFNs' route is optimized, the rate of throughput fall with increasing
speed is higher for MIRON because of large hando delay due to the larger delay
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to obtain a CoA. Therefore, throughput in MIRON, higher at low speed, falls below
the throughput in SPD at higher speed because the rate of throughput fall due to
the hando delay dominates the rate of throughput fall due to the end-to-end delay
at higher hando frequency.
4.3.4 Eect of level on fall of throughput
Another characteristic, observed from Figure 4.4, is that the fall of MIRON's through-
put below SPD's throughput occurs at lower speed for higher level. The reason for
this is the rate of increase of the delay to obtain a CoA (and hence, the rate of
increase of hando delay) with increase of level is higher for MIRON (see Fig. 4.3).
Therefore, at a higher level, the rate of the loss of throughput (due to hando) of
MIRON is higher than other schemes resulting in the fall of MIRON's throughput
(below SPD's throughput) at lower speeds.
4.3.5 Throughput vs. end-to-end delay between HA and
mobile network
Figure 4.5 shows the eect of end-to-end delay (between the HA and the mobile
network) on throughput at two dierent speeds of the mobile network. Since SPD
does not optimize LFNs' route, packets go through the HA. Therefore, increasing
the end-to-end delay between the HA and the mobile network results in decreasing
throughput because TCP throughput is inversely proportional to the delay. End-to-
end delays for the schemes are shown in Fig. 4.2. Throughput of MIRON and OPR
is not aected much by virtue of LFNs' route optimization that avoids packets' going
through the HA. Although MIRON's throughput is lower than SPD's throughput
at higher speed, SPD's throughput falls below MIRON's throughput at higher end-
to-end delay between the HA and the mobile network.
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Figure 4.5: Throughput of dierent schemes at two dierent speed.
Based on the results presented in Sec. 4.3, we present a comparative discussion
of the schemes in Sec. 4.4.
4.4 Comparative discussion
From the results presented in Sec. 4.3, OPR appears to be the best. However, OPR
needs packets to ow from the mobile network to the CN for route optimization.
If packets are not owing from the mobile network to the CN, OPR performs like
SPD. MIRON always performs better than SPD at lower speed. Even at higher
speed, MIRON performs better when mobile network is away from home network in
terms of the delay. In addition, MIRON uses a feasible procedure fto obtain CoAs.
The CoA obtaining procedure for both OPR and SPD by prex delegation through
router advertisements might not be easily applicable due to accounting and security
reasons. Overall, OPR could be the best scheme if route optimization could be
enabled when packets are not owing out of the mobile network. MIRON is a good
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choice at low speed whereas SPD can be a good choice at high speed when mobile
network stays close to the home network.
4.5 Summary
In this chapter, we evaluated the performance of prex delegation-based schemes
for NEMO route optimization. We simulated three schemes, namely MIRON, SPD
and OPR, and measured the end-to-end delay, delay to obtain CoA and throughput
as a function of the speed of the mobile network and its distance from the home
network. Results show that OPR performs the best although OPR's performance
is limited due to the inability to optimize routes when packets do not ow from
the mobile network to the CN. MIRON, having a feasible solution for obtaining the
CoA, performs better at low speeds and nesting levels. On the other hand, SPD can
perform better at high speeds when the distance between the home network and the
mobile network is small.
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Chapter 5
Eect of increasing the number of hosts on
TCP-performance
The dierences in the route optimization techniques of the prex delegation-based
schemes result in dierent amount of signaling trac during hando depending on
the number of LFNs. Since signaling trac competes for bandwidth with data trac,
throughput of the schemes might vary as a function of the number of LFNs. In this
chapter, the throughput of the schemes is evaluated as a function of the number
of LFNs. Section 5.1 describes anticipated performance of the schemes. Details of
simulations and results are presented in Secs. 5.2 and 5.3. Section 5.4 summarizes
the ndings from the results.
5.1 Anticipated Performance
MIRON and OPR optimize routes for LFNs resulting in a smaller Round Trip Time
(RTT) when compared to SPD that does not optimize routes for LFNs. Dierences
in the RTT increase as the mobile network moves away from the home network.
Since TCP throughput is inversely proportional to the RTT, throughput in SPD
will decrease when the mobile network moves away from the home network. Route
optimization for LFNs requires more signaling in MIRON than in the other two
schemes. The amount of signaling increases with the number of LFNs and the
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Figure 5.1: Topology used for simulation.
speed of the mobile network. Since signaling packets compete with data packets for
bandwidth, throughput in MIRON might decrease when the number of LFNs and
the speed of the mobile network increases.
5.2 Simulation Environment
Figure 5.1 demonstrates a topology used in simulations. FTP sources over TCPs
are attached to the CN, whereas LFNs (connected to the MR using Ethernet) are
the TCP sinks. The mobile network moves between ARs, placed in a horizontal
line. Thus, the frequency of hando is proportional to the speed of the mobile
network. As we only intend to observe the eects of the frequency of handos, we
do not use any particular mobility model to generate the movement of the mobile
network. Since the schemes dier in LFNs' route optimization, we use only LFNs
in our evaluations. IEEE 802.11b is used for wireless communications. To simulate
the change of the distance between the HA and the mobile network, we vary the
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Table 5.1: Values of the parameters used in the simulation.
Parameter Value
Simulation time 200s
Wired link bandwidth 100Mbps
Wired link delay 10.0ms
Wireless (802.11b) link bandwidth 11Mbps
Wireless range 250m
Ethernet (802.3) bandwidth 100Mbps
Queue size 50packets
Interval of sending router advertisements 3s
Interval of sending BUs 10s
Lifetime of HA's binding entry, and CN's binding
entry in MIRON
12s
Lifetime of CN's binding entry in OPR 1s
Router-HA link delay. Values of parameters used in the simulation are presented in
Table 5.1.
5.3 Results
We measure (at 95% condence level) throughput, RTT, packet drops and hando
latency as a function of the number of LFNs with the speed of the mobile network and
its distance from the HA as the parameters. Results are presented in the following
subsections.
5.3.1 Aggregated throughput
The aggregated throughput is measured by the total amount of data (TCP packets)
received at all LFNs. Figure 5.2 shows the aggregated throughput obtained using
the schemes for two dierent speeds of the mobile network when the Router-HA link
delay is 10ms. Although the throughput in SPD is much smaller than that in OPR
and MIRON when the number of LFNs is one (1), the throughput obtained using the
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Figure 5.2: Aggregated throughput for two dierent speeds with Router-HA link
delay at 10ms.
schemes is similar when the number of LFNs increases. One of the reasons for the
similarity is the increase of the RTT (see Fig. 5.4 and Table 5.2) with the increase of
the number of LFNs. Since TCP throughput is inversely proportional to the RTT,
the ratio of RTTs in the schemes determines the ratio of throughput. When the
number of LFNs is one (1), the ratio of RTTs in SPD, OPR and MIRON is 70:50:50
(approximate). As the number of LFNs increases, the ratio of the RTT in SPD to
the RTTs in the other two schemes decreases because the dierence in the RTT
does not increase much compared to the value of the RTT. For example, when the
number of LFNs is 10, the ratio of the RTTs becomes 250:225:230 (approximate).
Therefore, the ratio of the throughput follows from the ratio of the RTTs.
Throughput in MIRON is little lower than that in SPD, particularly at high
speed and when the number of LFNs is large despite the RTT in MIRON is lower.
The reason for the lower throughput in MIRON is the lower sending rate due to
the higher drop of TCP acknowledgement (ACK) packets. Also, the throughput in
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Figure 5.3: Aggregated throughput for two dierent speeds with Router-HA link
delay at 40ms.
MIRON becomes lower than that in SPD when the number of LFNs is large due to
the higher data packet drop in MIRON. Drop of packets is discussed in Sec. 5.3.3.
Figure 5.3 shows the aggregated throughput when the Router-HA link delay is
40ms. When the number of LFNs is increased, the dierence of the throughput
in SPD with that in OPR and MIRON decreases like it decreases for the Router-
HA link delay of 10ms case. However, the throughput loss in SPD caused by the
unoptimized route in the 40ms case is more than that in the 10ms case due to the
increase of the ratio of the RTT in SPD to that in the other two schemes.
5.3.2 RTT
Solid lines in Fig. 5.4 show the RTT for the 15m/s case when the Router-HA link
delay is 10ms. As expected, the RTT in SPD is higher than that in OPR and
MIRON due to the unoptimized route. However, the dierence in the RTTs among
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the schemes does not increase much when compared to the increase of the RTT. The
higher RTT in SPD is due to the Router-MR link delay which is a constant. On
the other hand, the increase of RTTs in all schemes is mainly due to the increase
of the queuing and contention delays at the wireless link between an AR and the
MR. Dash-dot patterned lines in Fig. 5.4 show that the average delay for TCP-
packets at an AR is similar, and increases with the increase of the number of LFNs.
Dotted lines in Fig. 5.4 show the average delay for ACK-packets at the MR. Table
5.2 summarizes the the delays at the wireless links and the RTTs for three dierent
values of the number of LFNs.
The RTT in MIRON is higher than that in OPR, although both the schemes
optimize routes for LFNs. One of the reasons for the higher RTT in MIRON is
the higher hop delay from the MR to an AR due to the higher number of packets
enqueued at the MR. The total number of packets enqueued and average queue
size at the MR are shown in Fig. 5.5 and 5.6, respectively. The number of packets
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Table 5.2: Delays at the AR-MR wireless links and the RTT in the three schemes
for three values of the number of LFNs when the speed of the mobile network is
15m/s and the Router-HA link delay is 10ms.
Number
of LFNs
Scheme AR to MR
delay (ms)
MR to AR
delay (ms)
RTT
(ms)
1
SPD 3.85 4.14 88.86
OPR 9.67 10.65 61.04
MIRON 9.34 10.14 61.47
20
SPD 139.59 70.92 291.39
OPR 139.92 69.59 250.36
MIRON 135.48 92.55 270.62
60
SPD 156.72 77.15 314.76
OPR 154.74 77.46 273.37
MIRON 149.38 100.25 294.78
enqueued and average queue size at the MR are higher in MIRON than that in SPD
and OPR due to the higher number of BUs required for LFNs' route optimization.
And, the number of BUs in MIRON increases with the increase of the number of
LFNs (see Fig. 5.5).
Another reason for the higher RTT in MIRON than that in OPR is the number of
packets that travel through the HA i.e., through the unoptimized route (see Fig. 5.7).
The RTT for these packets are higher than those traveling through the optimized
route. Usually, in MIRON and OPR, packets are expected to bypass the HA as they
travel through the optimized route. However, when the binding entry in the CN
expires, packets travel through the HA in a similar way they do in SPD. Expiration
of binding entries occurs if it is not refreshed within its lifetime. In MIRON, BUs for
LFNs' route optimization are sent to the CN in bursts. Therefore, some BUs may
get dropped at the queue causing corresponding binding entries to expire. Such drop
and expiration events increase with the increase of the number of LFNs resulting in
the increase of the number of packets traveling through the HA. Determination of
the rate of sending BUs and the lifetime of binding entries for the minimization of
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Figure 5.5: Number of packets enqueued at the MR for 15m/s speed case when the
Router-HA link delay is 10ms.
the number and duration of expirations requires some kind of tradeo, and is out of
the scope of this paper. In OPR, binding entries are refreshed using the information
sent in the OPR header of ACK packets which are usually received at the CN at
a higher rate than the rate of sending BUs in MIRON. Therefore, the number and
duration of expirations in OPR are smaller than that in MIRON. Hence, in OPR,
the number of packets traveling through the HA is small.
Figure 5.8 shows the RTT for the case when the Router-HA link delay is 40ms.
The characteristics of the RTT (as a function of the number of LFNs) in this case
is similar to that when the Router-HA link delay is 10ms. However, the increase of
the RTT from the RTT for the Router-HA link delay of 10ms case diers among the
schemes. As expected, the RTT in SPD has increased more than that in the other
two schemes due to the use of unoptimized route. Since more packets in MIRON
than in OPR traverse through the HA (as explained in the previous paragraph), the
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Figure 5.6: Average queue length at the MR for 15m/s case when the Router-HA
link delay is 10ms.
RTT in MIRON has increased more than that of OPR. Consequently, the increase
of the RTT in OPR is the lowest.
5.3.3 Drop of TCP packets due to expired or dirty binding
entries
For 15m/s speed of the mobile network, and 10ms Router-HA link delay case, Fig. 5.9
shows the drop of TCP packets due to expired or dirty binding entries. The drop is
measured as the percentage of the packets received at the AR. An expired binding
entry results in drops at the HA. Since the destination MNN for packets is not at
home, and no binding entry exists for the destination address, the HA is unable to
determine the next hop for packets and drops them. Dirty binding entries cause
packets to be sent using the old CoA, and therefore, to the old AR that fails to
forward the packet because the mobile network has already left this AR's network.
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when the Router-HA link delay is 10ms. In SPD all (100%) packets travel through
the HA.
Binding entries become dirty when the binding entries at HAs and CNs are yet to be
updated after the hando. When the number of LFNs is large (more than 30), the
MIRON's drop shown in Fig. 5.9 is higher when compared to the drops for the other
two schemes. The higher drop occurs because the CN in MIRON sends a higher
number of packets to the old AR.
The number of packets sent to the old AR is measured as the percentage of
the total number of packets sent from the CN, and is shown in Fig. 5.10. In SPD,
packets sent by the CN reach the HA that might tunnel those packets to the old
AR if binding entries are dirty. Since the BU to the HA is the one to be sent rst
after the hando and the frequency of sending the rst few BUs is high [73], the
probability for the HA to receive a BU early after the hando is high. Therefore,
binding entries at the HA are updated early after the hando and hence, the small
number of packets sent to the old AR in SPD.
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In MIRON, the CN may send packets to LFNs using old CoAs found in the dirty
binding entries. However, when the number of LFNs is large, the chance of receiving
a BU very late after the hando is higher than the chances of that at the HA due
to two reasons. First, BUs sent to the CN on behalf of LFNs may get dropped at
the queue because BUs are sent at a burst. Particularly, those BUs that are sent
later in the sequence have higher chances of getting dropped at the queue. Second,
the list of CNs, to which an MR send BUs, may expire due to no packet reception
from CNs during the hando. In this case, the MR cannot not send any BU to the
CN after hando until a packet is received through the HA. Thus, CN's binding
entries become dirty, and it continues to send packets to the the old AR as long
as binding entries are not expired or BUs are received. Using a small lifetime for
binding entries, the chances of sending packets to the old AR, and the duration of
the sending can be minimized at the cost of sending BUs at a high rate. In OPR,
a small lifetime can be used because binding entries are updated using information
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Figure 5.9: For 15m/s speed and Router-HA link delay of 10ms, TCP-packet drops
at the AR due to expired or dirty binding entry.
carried in ACK packets that are received at the CN at a rate as high as the sending
rate of TCP packets. Therefore, in OPR, the number of packets sent to the old AR
is small.
Characteristics of the drop of TCP packets at the AR's queue is similar for all
schemes. The characteristics of drops at the queue when the number of TCP ows
increases can be found in [74].
5.3.4 Drop of ACK packets at MR's queue
Figure 5.11 shows the drop of ACK packets at MR's queue for 15m/s case when
the Router-HA link delay is 10ms. ACK drop was measured as the percentage of
incoming packets at the MR. The drop is higher in MIRON than in the other two
schemes because of higher signaling in MIRON. Also, the drop in MIRON increases
at a higher rate than that in SPD and OPR due to the increase of signaling with
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Figure 5.10: Packets sent to the old AR for 15m/s case when the Router-HA link
delay is 10ms.
the increase of the number of LFNs. At high speed, drops in MIRON are larger
than that in other two schemes due to increase of signaling resulting from increased
hando frequency.
5.3.5 Hando latency from MR's viewpoint
Figure 5.12 shows the hando latency from MR's viewpoint for 15m/s and Router-
HA link delay of 10ms case. Hando latency is measured as follows:
Hando latency = the reception-time of the rst router advertisement at the MR
from the new AR - the reception-time of the last TCP packet at the MR through
the old AR.
Thus, the measured hando latency can be expressed as the sum of the following
components:
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1. After the reception of the last TCP packet at the MR through the old AR, the
time required by the MR to detect that it is out of the coverage of the old AR.
2. After the detection of the coverage outage, the time required for the rst router
advertisement to be received at the MR.
When the mobile network is out of the old AR's coverage area, it does not receive
any router advertisement from the old AR. Therefore, the MR becomes aware of
the coverage outage at the expiration of the lifetime (3 seconds in our simulation)
of the last router advertisement received by the MR from the old AR. Since the
router advertisement is sent with an interval which is uniformly distributed from
0 to 3 seconds and the lifetime is always 3 seconds, the time required for the MR
to detect the coverage outage is much larger than the half (1.5 seconds) of the
lifetime. After detection of the coverage outage, a router solicitation is sent by the
MR. MR's reception of the router advertisement, sent by the new AR in response to
the solicitation, completes the router detection process. The time duration between
sending the solicitation and receiving the router advertisement is in the order of
hundreds of milliseconds. As can be observed from the results, increasing the number
of LFNs does not aect the hando latency of the mobile network.
5.4 Summary
We evaluate the TCP throughput of three prex delegation-based schemes, namely
MIRON, SPD and OPR, proposed for NEMO route optimization. Evaluation was
performed as a function of the number of LFNs (xed hosts in the mobile network)
with the speed of the mobile network and its distance from its home network as
parameters. Results show that route optimization for LFNs improves the aggregated
TCP throughput for the entire mobile network signicantly when the number of
LFNs is small (not observed in our earlier work [75]) or when the distance from the
home network is large. Results also show that additional signaling in MIRON does
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not reduce throughput signicantly. Therefore, the route optimization for LFNs has
to be prioritized over the reduction of signaling by not optimizing routes.
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Chapter 6
Cost analysis of the NEMO schemes
In NEMO, network parameters (e.g., network size, mobility rate, trac rate, and
distances from mobility agents) inuence signaling and routing overheads, resulting
from the prex delegation-based schemes. These overheads include delivery of pack-
ets through the partially-optimized route, updating home agents about the change
of location, sending updates to hosts with ongoing communication, processing and
lookup by mobility agents, and the delegation of prex. These overheads cost the
transmission and processing power at the network (e.g., routers in the network) be-
tween end hosts, and at the mobility management entities, such as home agents and
mobile routers.
Cost analysis of NEMO protocols have been performed in [76,77]. They present
the signaling cost of NEMO BSP or a similar protocol by constructing analytical
models that measure the transmission and processing costs incurred by the signal-
ing packets. Lim et al. [32,78] performed a cost analysis for the general approaches
used for route optimization. However, the analysis presented in [32, 76{78] is un-
able to show the variations in the costs among the prex delegation-based schemes
adequately. In particular, previous cost analysis do not consider the cost of obtain-
ing prexes/CoAs and are unable to compare the cost of packet delivery through
unoptimized route with other costs.
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Our objective is to perform a cost analysis of the prex delegation-based schemes
by developing a framework that captures the tradeo and the dierences among the
schemes. We use the term network mobility cost to refer to those costs incurred for
sending packets to the hosts inside a mobile network. The notion of costs refers to
the use of resources mentioned in [37,41], and is a number-only relative measure for
the schemes; the higher the number, the higher the cost.
The rest of the chapter is organized as follows. Analytical cost models are pre-
sented in Sec. 6.1. Section 6.2 presents the results and comparison among the
schemes followed by a discussion on the results in Sec. 6.3. Finally, Sec. 6.4 sum-
marizes the ndings from the work presented in this chapter.
6.1 Cost analysis
This section presents costs to support NEMO for the three representative prex
delegation-based schemes using analytical models. The costs measure the amount of
resources being used by the schemes to support NEMO. Our cost analysis resembles
the analysis performed in [76,79,80]. Unlike [76,79,80], we introduce costs of prex
delegation or CoA obtention, and eects of nesting on costs that are unique for
NEMO.
We use a general NEMO architecture (as shown in Fig. 6.1) that includes LFNs,
LMNs, VMNs, multiple visiting mobile networks, and multiple levels of nesting. We
consider the cost to send refreshing BUs and the cost of packet delivery. In addition
to nding costs incurred at the infrastructure including the mobile network, we
show a entity-wise cost evaluation. The HA and the TLMR have been chosen for
the entity-wise evaluation because all communications with the mobile network will
be through these two entities. Therefore, resource consumptions at these entities are
expected to be high, and may become a concern when the resource is limited. For
tractability reasons, models were developed based on assumptions. Types of costs
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Figure 6.1: Architecture of a mobile network.
analyzed, assumptions, notations, and the models are presented in the following
subsections.
6.1.1 Types of costs
We measure the following costs of the schemes:
 Location update cost: To maintain reachability, a node sends BUs to the HA to
inform its current location whenever it obtains a CoA. Periodic BUs are sent
for refreshing the binding entries. Resources (e.g., transmission and processing
power, etc.), consumed by these BUs, comprise the location update cost.
 Session continuity cost: To continue session through an optimized route, BUs
have to be sent to CNs whenever the mobile network changes the point of
attachment. Resources consumed by these BUs, comprise this cost. OPR
employs a technique other than sending BUs to continue sessions, and the cost
incurred by the technique are also included in this type of cost.
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 Packet delivery cost: To send a packet to the mobile network, the HA has
to perform a look up to retrieve the CoA for tunneling towards the mobile
network. In addition, HA and MR tunnel/de-tunnel packets. A measure of
the processing and transmission power used for look up and tunneling is given
by the packet delivery cost. Moreover, transmission power required by original
packets are also included in this cost.
 Prex/CoA obtention cost: After hando, prexes / CoAs are obtained from
the foreign network. Resources consumed by the control messages required to
obtain prexes / CoAs comprise this cost.
6.1.2 Assumptions
For tractability reasons, our models are based on the following assumptions.
 We consider the hando of the mobile network as a whole. Intra mobile net-
work movements of MRs, and the movements of the mobile nodes inside the
network are not considered. This assumption comply with the type of move-
ment of a nested mobile network in a vehicle that actually motivated NEMO.
 Number of VMNs/LMNs and MRs registered with an HA are assumed to be
higher than the number of VMNs/LMNs and MRs in the mobile network (by
a factor ).
 We assume the worst possible scenario for the analysis, such as, all MNNs
are communicating simultaneously, the CN of each session is dierent. These
assumptions were also made in [76,80].
6.1.3 Notations
To denote the cost terms, we have used the superscript X and the subscript Y to
indicate the scheme and the type of cost, respectively. X will be replaced by N , S,
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Table 6.1: Some expressions dened to simplify equations.
lk =  log2((Nr +Nm))
bl =  log2Nc for VMNs and
 log2(NfNc) for MRs
cs = Ncs=S
cp = NcsF=P
fh =

1 + b Tr
Tlf
c

=Tr
fr = b TrTlf c=Tr
M and O for NEMO BSP, SPD, MIRON and OPR, respectively. Y will be replaced
by T , LU , SC, PD, and CO for total, location update, session continuity, packet
delivery and prex / CoA obtention costs, respectively. Some notations are used to
denote expressions for simplication of models' representations, and are presented
in Table 6.1. The notations that have been used in the models are presented below.
XY = Cost of type Y incurred at network for scheme X,
	XY = Cost of type Y incurred at TLMR for scheme X,
XY = Cost of type Y incurred at HA for scheme X,
Nr = Number of MRs in mobile network,
N
(i)
r = Number of MRs at level i,
Nm = Number of mobile nodes in the mobile network,
Nf = Number of LFNs in mobile network,
N
(i)
m = Number of LMNs and VMNs at level i,
N
(i)
f = Number of LFNs at level i,
Nc = Number of CNs communicating with each node,
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l = Nesting Level (hops to TLMR),
hah = Average number of hops between AR and HA,
hac = Average number of hops between AR and CN,
hhc = Average number of hops between HA and CN,
hhh = Average number of hops between HA and HA,
l = Per hop transmission cost for location update,
s = Per hop transmission cost for session continuity,
dt = Per hop transmission cost for packets without tunnel header,
ip = Per hop transmission cost for tunnel header,
rh = Per hop transmission cost for home address destination option or routing
header type 2,
d = Average transmission cost of DHCPv6 messages,
p = Average transmission cost of PANA messages,
a = Average transmission cost of route request-reply messages of AODV protocol,
r = Transmission cost for the router advertisement,
 = Proportionality constant of transmission cost over wired and wireless network,
lk = Lookup costs,
h = BU processing cost,
t = Tunnel processing costs at HA and MR,
rh = Routing header processing cost,
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s = Average session arrival rate,
cs = For an MNN, session arrival rate from all CNs,
S = number of sessions,
cp = For an MNN, average packet arrival rate from all CNs,
F = File size,
P = Maximum transmission unit,
Tr = Subnet residence time,
Tlf = Lifetime of binding entry,
Tra = Interval of sending periodic router advertisement,
fh = The rate of sending BUs per second for both hando and refreshing,
fr = The rate of sending BUs per second for refreshing,
 = Fraction of MRs acting as TLMR,
 = Ratio of number of mobile nodes registered to the HA to number of mobile
nodes in the mobile network.
The models are developed to show the dierences in the costs of the schemes
from the view point of total cost rather than that of dierential cost. Showing only
the dierences in costs might give an impression of inated dierences. Therefore,
we consider all parameters required to compute the costs. However, following are the
parameters that are the keys as far as the dierences of the schemes are concerned:
 hah and hhc: These two represent the distance of the mobile network from the
home network, and will aect the dierences of the costs depending on the
degree of optimization.
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 The number and types of MNNs, and CNs: Depending on the number of and
types of MNNs and CNs, the signaling and the transmission costs among the
schemes may vary.
 cp: It represents the amount of data exchanged with the mobile network, and
will aect the packet delivery cost.
 Tr: The subnet residence time aects the amount of signaling in a scheme and
can make dierence among the signaling cost of the schemes depending on the
number and types of MNNs.
The key parameters are also discussed in Sec. 6.2.
6.1.4 Cost models for the schemes
Analytical models for the costs are presented in the following subsections. We have
provided detailed description of the cost terms of NEMO BSP to make readers
familiar with the cost terms. Detailed description of the cost terms for other schemes
(SPD, MIRON and OPR) can be found at [81].
6.1.4.1 NEMO BSP
 Location update cost: After hando, TLMR sends a BU to the HA to per-
form the location update, and receives a BA. Hando occurs every Tr seconds.
In addition to the BU sent after hando, MRs and mobile nodes send refresh-
ing BU b Tr
Tlf
c times during the period of Tr seconds. Therefore, the frequency
of sending BUs including BUs sent during hando is, fh =

1 + b Tr
Tlf
c

=Tr,
and the frequency of sending refreshing BUs is, fr = b TrTlf c=Tr. BUs sent from
MRs and mobile nodes at level i undergoes i number of tunneling resulting
in additional transmission cost due to tunnel header. Since all BU/BAs go
through the TLMR, the cost at the TLMR is given by
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	NLU = 2lfh + 2
i=lX
i=1

N (i)r +N
(i)
m

(l + iip + t)fr: (6.1)
To nd out the cost incurred at the HA due to the location update, we need to
consider the updating of the binding cache in addition to the cost mentioned
above. Updating the binding cache is required for each MR and mobile node
registered to an HA. In addition, tunneled BUs incur a look up cost. Since
(Nr +Nm) nodes are managed by the HA, the look up is performed in a table
of (Nr +Nm) entries and with a look up key of size equal to the IPv6 address.
Assuming a binary search, the look up cost is lk =  log2(Nr +Nm), where  
is the cost of the look up per operation. Therefore, cost incurred at HA due
to location update becomes
NLU = Nr(2l + h)fh + 2
lX
i=1
 
N (i)r +N
(i)
m

 ((l + iip + t) + lk + 0:5h) fr:
(6.2)
The cost of location update for the network includes transmission costs at all
hops upto the HA including the costs incurred at MRs and the HA. Trans-
mission costs for MRs and mobile nodes at level i are incurred at hah + ihhh
wired hops and (i + 1) wireless hops. The transmission cost upto the TLMR
increases by ip at each level due to tunneling, and at each HA it decreases
by the same amount. Also, each BU sent from a node at level i undergoes 2i
number of tunneling and de-tunneling. Therefore, location update cost is
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NLU =(2(hah + )l + h) fh + 2
lX
i=1
 
N (i)r +N
(i)
m



(i+ 1)l + 
iX
j=1
jip + 2it + (hah + ihhh)l
+ hahiip +
i 1X
j=0
jhhhip + ilk + 0:5h

fr:
(6.3)
where, 2(hah + )l + h includes costs incurred due to BUs/BAs sent by
TLMR/HAs,
Pl
i=1
 
N
(i)
r + N
(i)
m

includes the number of nodes that send re-
freshing BUs, (i + 1)l + 
Pi
j=1 jip + it includes transmission and tunnel
processing costs incurred inside the mobile network and at AR, it + (hah +
ihhh)l+hahiip+
Pi 1
j=0 jhhhip+ ilk+0:5h includes tunnel processing, trans-
mission, and BU processing costs incurred at hops after AR upto HA.
 Session continuity cost: Each mobile node sends BUs to (and receive a BAs
from) its CNs for session continuity. Since only TLMR's CoA changes during
hando, mobile nodes send only refreshing BUs. Thus, the cost incurred at
the TLMR is
	NSC = 2Nc
lX
i=1
N (i)m ( (s + iip) + t) fr: (6.4)
Since BUs are tunneled through the HA, the cost incurred at the HA includes
look up, tunneling and transmission costs, and is given as
NSC = 2Nc
lX
i=1
N (i)m (s + iip + t + lk)fr: (6.5)
The session continuity cost for the network includes the costs at each hop upto
CNs, MNNs and at other MRs, and the cost of updating the binding update
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list incurred per packet at the VMNs in addition to the above cost, and is
given by
NSC =2Nc
lX
i=1
N (i)m
 
(i+ 1)s + 
iX
j=1
jip
+ 2it + (hah + (i  1)hhh + hhc)s + hahiip
+
i 1X
j=0
jhhhip + ilk + 0:5h
!
fr + cpblNm;
(6.6)
where, Nc
Pl
i=1N
(i)
m is the number of BUs sent to CNs, (i+1)s+
Pi
j=1 jip+
it includes transmission and tunnel processing costs incurred inside the mobile
network and at AR, it+ (hah+ (i  1)hhh+ hhc)s+ hahiip+
Pi 1
j=0 jhhhip+
ilk+0:5h includes tunnel processing, transmission, and BU processing costs
incurred at hops after AR upto the CN, and cpblNm is the cost for updating
the binding update list at VMNs.
 Packet delivery cost: Data packets incurs transmission and tunneling cost
which is similar to that of BU packets. For each MNN, costs are incurred at
a rate proportional to the packet arrival rate, cp = NcsF=P , from all CNs.
For the packets sent to mobile nodes, we assume that only the rst packet
of a session is sent through the HA before a BU is received at the CN, and
additional costs are incurred at a rate, cs = Ncs=S for all CNs. TLMR needs
to de-tunnel and forward packets to the MNNs at the next level. Additional
cost incurred at the TLMR for the rst packets sent to mobile nodes is the
increased transmission cost for one additional tunnel. Therefore, the cost at
the TLMR is
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	NPD =cp
 
lX
i=1

N
(i)
f +N
(i)
m

(dt + (i  1)ip)
+ t

+ rhNm
!
+ Nm(ip + dt)cs:
(6.7)
In addition to the transmission cost, costs incurred at the HA are due to look
up, tunneling and the transmission cost for one additional tunnel. Therefore,
the packet delivery cost at the HA is
NPD =cp
 
lX
i=1
(N
(i)
f +N
(i)
m )

dt + iip + lk + t

+ rhNm
!
+ csNm (dt + 2ip + lk + t) :
(6.8)
The packet delivery cost for the network can be obtained at each hop similar
to the session continuity cost. Additionally, for the rst packet sent through
the HA of mobile nodes, costs are incurred due to transmission through hhh
hops, tunneling, look up and transmission of one additional tunnel header.
Therefore, the packet delivery cost for the network is given by
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NPD = cp(costs incurred per packet)
+ cs(additional costs incurred for the first packet)
= cp
 
lX
i=1

N
(i)
f +N
(i)
m

ilk + 2it + (hah + hhc
+ (i  1)hhh)dt + ihahip +
i 1X
j=0
jhhhip + 
iX
j=1
jip
+ dt(i+ 1)

+
lX
i=1
N (i)m
 
hah + (i  1)hhh + hhc
+ (i+ 1)

rh + 2rh
!
+ cs
lX
i=1
N (i)m

lk + 2t
+ hhh(dt + ip) + iip + hahip + ihhhip

:
(6.9)
For the subexpression showing the per packet costs, ilk+2it+(hah+(i 1)hhh
+hhc)(dt + rh) + ihahip +
Pi 1
j=0 jhhhip includes lookup, tunnel processing,
transmission costs incurred at hops from the CN until the AR, and 
Pi
j=1 jip+
(dt + rh)(i + 1) includes transmission and tunnel processing costs incurred
inside the mobile network for
Pl
i=1

N
(i)
f +N
(i)
m

VMNs and LFNs that receive
packets from CNs.
 
hah + (i   1)hhh + hhc + (i + 1)

rh + 2rh includes the
additional transmission and processing costs for the home address destination
option for VMNs only.
For the subexpression showing the additional costs for the rst packet only,Pl
i=1N
(i)
m is the number of VMNs that send the rst packet through their HA,
hhh(dt + ip) includes the transmission costs incurred at the hops from the
MR's HA upto the VMN's HA, and lk + 2t includes the lookup and tunnel
processing costs in the additional HA, and iip+hahip+ ihhhip includes the
transmission costs at the hops from the VMN upto its MR's HA due to one
additional tunnel header.
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 Prex/CoA obtention cost: After every hando, only TLMR obtains a
CoA from the foreign network. Therefore, costs incurred due to prex or CoA
obtention are zero.
 Total cost: Combining the costs presented above, we nd the costs incurred
at the TLMR, the HA and the network given by Eqns. (6.10), (6.11) and
(6.12), respectively.
	NT = 	
N
LU +	
N
SC +	
N
PD (6.10)
NT = 
N
LU +
N
SC +
N
PD (6.11)
NT = 
N
LU + 
N
SC + 
N
PD (6.12)
6.1.4.2 SPD
 Location update cost: In SPD, location update after hando is performed
by each MR and mobile node by sending a BU to the HA, and receiving a BA.
In addition to the BU sent after hando, refreshing BUs are sent periodically.
Thus, BUs are sent at a rate given by fh. Since all BU/BAs go through the
TLMR, the cost at the TLMR is given by
	SLU = 2l(Nr +Nm)fh: (6.13)
To nd the cost incurred at the HA due to the location update, we need to
consider the updating of the binding cache in addition to the cost mentioned
above. Therefore, cost incurred at HA due to location update becomes
SLU = (2l + h) (Nr +Nm)fh: (6.14)
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The cost of location update for the network includes transmission costs at all
hops upto the HA including the costs incurred at the TLMR and the HA.
Transmission costs for all MRs and mobile nodes are incurred at hah wired
hops. For nodes at level i, transmission costs are incurred at i + 1 wireless
hops. Therefore, location update cost is given by
SLU =
 
2l

(Nr +Nm)hah + 
lX
i=0
(i+ 1)
  N (i)r +N (i)m  + (Nr +Nm)h
!
fh:
(6.15)
 Session continuity cost: In SPD, each mobile node sends BUs to (and
receive BAs from) CNs for session continuity. The cost incurred at the TLMR
is thus
	SSC = 2sNmNcfh: (6.16)
The session continuity cost for the network also includes costs at each hop
upto CNs and at other MRs and VMNs, and is given by
SSC =2sNc
 
Nmhac + 
lX
i=0
(i+ 1)N (i)m + 0:5hNcNm

fh + cpblNm: (6.17)
 Packet delivery cost: For every packet, sent from a CN to an LFN, the
HA of the LFN looks up the binding cache to nd the CoA to encapsulate
the packet for tunneling. Tunneling and look up costs are incurred at a rate
proportional to the packet arrival rate given by cp. For the packets sent to
mobile nodes, we assume that only the rst packet is sent through the HA
before a BU is received at the CN while subsequent packets are sent through
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the optimized route using the home address destination option, and thus, the
costs are incurred at a rate given by cs. TLMR needs to de-tunnel these
packets only for attached LFNs. Therefore, the cost at the TLMR is
	SPD =cp

N
(1)
f t + ip
 
Nf  N (1)f

+ (dtNf + (dt + rh)Nm)

+ ipcsNm:
(6.18)
The HA needs to perform look up, tunneling and transmit the packet resulting
in a cost as
SPD = (cpNf + csNm)(lk + dt + ip + t): (6.19)
In addition to the cost incurred at the HA and TLMR, the packet delivery cost
for the network have other costs that include the transmission costs at nested
MRs and routers upto the CN. For the case of mobile nodes, transmission
costs are incurred at each hop between the AR and the CN for all but the
rst packet. For the case of LFNs and session's rst packet of mobile nodes,
transmission costs are incurred at each hop from the CN upto the HA, and
from the HA upto the AR. For the latter case, additional costs are incurred due
to tunnel header at each hop between the HA and the MR for the destination
MNN along with the tunneling cost incurred at the MR because it de-tunnels
packets. Therefore, the packet delivery cost for the network is given by
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SPD =cp

Nf (lk + 2t + (hah + hhc)dt + hahip)
+Nm(hac(dt + rh) + 2rh) + 
lX
i=1
(i+ 1)(dtN
(i)
f
+ (dt + rh)N
(i)
m ) + ip
lX
i=1
iN
(i)
f

+ cs

Nm(lk
+ 2t + hah(dt + ip)) + ip
lX
i=1
(i+ 1)N (i)m

:
(6.20)
 Prex/CoA obtention cost: In SPD, prex and CoAs can be obtained
from the MR above using DHCPv6 procedures. This requires a request and a
reply message, and some processing at the MR for prex delegation [82]. Since
the TLMR delegates prexes to attached MRs and provide CoAs to attached
mobile nodes, the cost incurred at the TLMR is
	SCO =
2d

N
(1)
r +N
(1)
m

Tr
: (6.21)
The cost incurred for the entire mobile network is
SCO =
2d (Nr +Nm)
Tr
: (6.22)
 Total cost: Combining the costs presented above, we nd the costs of SPD
incurred at the TLMR, the HA and the network given by Eqns. (6.23), (6.24)
and (6.25), respectively.
	ST = 	
S
LU +	
S
SC +	
S
PD +	
S
CO (6.23)
ST = 
S
LU +
S
PD (6.24)
ST = 
S
LU + 
S
SC + 
S
PD + 
S
CO (6.25)
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6.1.4.3 MIRON
 Location update cost: Location update for MIRON is similar to that of
SPD. Therefore, location update costs for the TLMR, the HA and the network
is as follows:
	MLU = 	
S
LU (6.26)
MLU = 
S
LU (6.27)
MLU = 
S
LU (6.28)
 Session continuity cost: For session continuity, BUs are sent to CNs by
mobile nodes, and by MRs on behalf of the attached LFNs. Thus, the costs
for MIRON are similar to the costs of SPD except the additional but identical
costs for LFNs. Therefore, the costs incurred at the TLMR and at the network
are give by Eqns. (6.29) and (6.30), respectively.
	MSC = 2Nc (Nf +Nm)sfh + cpblN
(1)
f (6.29)
MSC =2Nc
 
(Nf +Nm) (hacs + 0:5h) + s

lX
i=0
(i+ 1)

N
(i)
f +N
(i)
m
!
fh + cpbl(Nf +Nm)
(6.30)
 Packet delivery cost: In MIRON, route optimization is performed for all
MNNs. Therefore, packet delivery cost for all MNNs are like that for mobile
nodes in SPD. Therefore, the costs for the TLMR, the HA and the network
are given by Eqns. (6.31), (6.32) and (6.33), respectively.
	MPD = cs

N
(1)
f t + ip(Nf  N (1)f +Nm)

+ cp(dt + rh)(Nf +Nm)(6.31)
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MPD = cs (Nf +Nm) (lk + dt + ip + t) (6.32)
MPD = cs
 
(Nf +Nm)

lk + 2t + (hah + hhc) dt
+ hahip

+ ip
 lX
i=1
iN
(i)
f +
lX
i=1
(i+ 1)N (i)m
!
+ cp
 
(hac(dt + rh) + 2rh) (Nf +Nm) + 

(dt
+ rh)
lX
i=1
i(N
(i)
f +N
(i)
m ) + dtNf + (dt + rh)Nm
!
(6.33)
 Prex/CoA obtention cost:
Two DHCPv6 messages for each MNN (except LFNs) are forwarded by the
TLMR along with the transmission of two PANA messages for attached MRs
resulting in the cost incurred at the TLMR as follows:
	MCO =
2
Tr

(N (1)r +N
(1)
m )p + (Nr +Nm) d

: (6.34)
For each MNN except the TLMR and LFNs, four PANA messages have to
be transmitted, and equal number of replies follow. Moreover, two DHCPv6
messages for each MR and mobile node at level i are transmitted across i
number of wireless hops. Therefore, prex/CoA obtention cost for the network
becomes
MCO =

Tr
 
8 (Nr   1 +Nm) p + 2
lX
i=0
(i+ 1)
 
N (i)r +N
(i)
m

d
!
: (6.35)
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 Total cost: Like SPD, the total costs for MIRON are given by Eqns. (6.36),
(6.37) and (6.38).
	MT = 	
M
LU +	
M
SC +	
M
PD +	
M
CO (6.36)
MT = 
M
LU + 
M
PD (6.37)
MT = 
M
LU + 
M
SC + 
M
PD + 
M
CO (6.38)
6.1.4.4 OPR
 Location update cost: In OPR, only MRs obtain CoAs after hando, and
perform location update with the HA. Mobile nodes, being transparent to the
mobility, send refreshing BUs only. Therefore, we can nd the costs like the
previous schemes by considering all BUs sent by MRs, and refreshing BUs sent
by mobile nodes.
	OLU = 2Nrlfh + 2Nmlfr (6.39)
OLU = Nr (2l + h) fh +Nm (2l + h) fr (6.40)
OLU =
 
2l

Nrhah + 
lX
i=0
(i+ 1)N (i)r

+Nrh
!
fh
+
 
2l

Nmhah + 
lX
i=0
(i+ 1)N (i)m

+Nmh
!
fr
(6.41)
 Session continuity cost: Since mobile nodes in OPR do not need MIPv6
route optimization, we assume that no BU is sent to CNs. Therefore, the
session continuity cost due to the sending of BUs to CNs is zero. But for every
packet sent to the CN from each attached MNN at level (i + 1), the MR at
level i needs to look up the DPT table for the translated address. Size of the
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DPT table is proportional to the number of attached LFNs and mobile nodes
at level i + 1. Therefore, the session continuity cost at the TLMR (at level
zero) is
	OSC =cp
 
N
(1)
f +N
(1)
m
 
 log2(N
(1)
f +N
(1)
m )

: (6.42)
Considering the look up cost for all MRs while assuming equal number of
MNNs attached under each MR, the session continuity cost for the network
becomes
OSC = cp
 
 log2
lX
i=0
1
N
(i)
r

N
(i+1)
f +N
(i+1)
m
2
+ (Nf +Nm)(h + rh) (6.43)
where N
(i)
r 6= 0.
 Packet delivery cost: Similar to MIRON, the rst packet go through the
HA until the CN receives the translated address from the packet sent to the
CN in response to the rst packet received at an MNN. Therefore, costs for
OPR are as follows:
	OPD = 	
M
PD (6.44)
OPD = 
M
PD (6.45)
OPD = 
M
PD (6.46)
 Prex/CoA obtention cost: Prex obtention procedure is similar to that
of SPD except that only MRs obtain the prex. Therefore, by excluding the
cost for mobile nodes from the expressions derived for SPD, we can nd the
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prex/CoA obtention cost for the TLMR and the network given by Eqns.
(6.47) and (6.48), respectively.
	OCO =
2dN
(1)
r
Tr
(6.47)
OCO =
2dNr
Tr
(6.48)
 Total cost: The total costs for OPR are given by Eqns. (6.49), (6.50) and
(6.51).
	OT = 	
O
LU +	
O
SC +	
O
PD +	
O
CO (6.49)
OT = 
O
LU + 
O
PD (6.50)
OT = 
O
LU + 
O
SC + 
O
PD + 
O
CO (6.51)
6.2 Results
In this section, we obtain numerical values for the costs using the expressions derived
in the cost analysis section in a simplied format. We present the costs as a function
of the number of mobile nodes, the number of MRs, the number of LFNs, the number
of CNs, the subnet residence time and the number of hops between entities. The
location update and the session continuity costs vary among the schemes depending
on the number and types of MNNs and the number of CNs. The number of data
packets sent to the mobile network is proportional to the number of CNs to determine
the packet delivery cost. In [83], the subnet residence time has been shown to aect
the cost. Moreover, the number of hops between various mobility entities determines
the packet delivery cost.
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Table 6.2: Values of parameters used in the numerical analysis.
Parameter Value Parameter Value
Nm 120 Nf 80
Nr 5 Nc 5
Tr 120 sec Tlf 420 sec
hah 10 hac 10
hhc 10 hhh 10
l 2  0.1
 10  0.3
l 0.68 s 0.68
ip 0.4 t 0.4
s 0.01 S 10
F 10240
bytes
P 576 bytes
dt 5.76 d 1.4
p 0.56 a 1.56
r 0.72 h 0.68
rh 0.24 rh 0.4
 10
The default values of the parameters used to obtain the numerical results are
shown in Table 6.2. As far as the numbers of MNNs are considered, we consider a
large mobile network (e.g., a mobile network onboard a train) with the number of
MNNs around 200. We have used =10. The determination of the actual value of 
is not possible since NEMO has not been deployed yet in real operational network.
Values of the parameters related to the le-size, packet-size, session arrival rates
and the proportionality constant for the wireless network are taken from [76]. The
number of hops between various mobility entities is 10 which is reasonable for the
networks within USA [84]. Transmission costs are relative and determined based on
the packet size assuming unit cost per 100 bytes. Similarly, processing costs, except
the lookup cost, are determined assuming unit cost per 100 bytes. The transmission
and processing costs are determined following the technique used in [79, 85]. For
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the lookup cost (Table 6.1), we assume a logarithmic time for the lookup with the
proportionality constant as the processing cost per entry.
For the measurement of costs on TLMR, HA, and complete network, we assume
a mobile network topology which is simplied from the network shown in Fig. 6.1.
Since there exists no standard architecture for NEMO, we are using a generalized
topology upon which dierent prex delegation-based schemes have been proposed.
We are assuming the mobile network to have a two-level hierarchy of Mobile Routers.
There is one MR at level 0 or top level (which is the TLMR), hence N
(0)
r = 1. No
LFN, LMN and VMN is connected directly to the TLMR. The TLMR is connected
to N
(1)
r number of level one routers, so N
(1)
r = Nr   1 as there is no other mobile
router at level 2. Hence, N
(2)
r = 0. There is no hosts (mobile or xed) at level 0,
and level 1. So N
(0)
m = N
(0)
f = 0, and N
(1)
m = N
(1)
f = 0. All LFNs and mobile nodes
are at level 2, i.e., N
(2)
m = Nm, and N
(2)
f = Nf .
6.2.1 TLMR
In this subsection, we present results to show network mobility costs on the TLMR
in NEMO BSP, SPD, MIRON and OPR. We vary the number of mobile nodes, the
number of mobile routers, the number of LFNs, the subnet residence time, and the
number of CNs.
The cost incurred at the TLMR is given by Figs. 6.2 { 6.4 as a function of the
number of mobile nodes, subnet residence time and the number of CNs, respectively.
The cost associated with delivery of data packets dominates the other costs to de-
termine the characteristics of the total costs. The cost of NEMO BSP is the highest
due to the packet delivery cost that results from the transmission cost of multiple
tunneled packets. SPD's cost is smaller than OPR because the transmission cost of
tunneled packets is incurred only for LFNs.
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Figure 6.2: Network Mobility Cost on TLMR vs. number of MHs for the four
schemes.
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Figure 6.3: Network Mobility Cost on TLMR vs. subnet residence time for the four
schemes.
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Figure 6.4: Network Mobility Cost on TLMR vs. number of CNs for the four
schemes.
The costs of MIRON and OPR are smaller than other schemes. MIRON's cost is
little higher than OPR due to the transmission cost incurred for signaling which is
required for only MRs in OPR. Also, MIRONs prex obtention cost is higher than
OPR. The costs as a function of subnet residence time (Fig. 6.3) show negligible
changes because of the dominance of the packet delivery cost that does not depend
on these two parameters.
6.2.2 Home Agent
The eects of the number of mobile nodes, the number of LFNs, and the number
of CNs on the cost incurred at the HA are shown in Figs. 6.5 { 6.7, respectively.
Like the costs incurred at the TLMR, the cost associated with the packet delivery
dominates over other costs. Therefore, the characteristics of the costs at the HA
are similar to that at the TLMR except some dierences that are explained in the
following paragraphs.
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Figure 6.5: Network Mobility Cost of HA vs. number of mobile nodes for the four
schemes.
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Figure 6.6: Network Mobility Cost on HA vs. number of LFNs for the four schemes.
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Figure 6.7: Network Mobility Cost on HA vs. number of CNs for the four schemes.
For NEMO BSP, costs increase linearly with the increase of the number of mobile
nodes (Fig. 6.5) due to the lookup cost incurred at the HA for tunneling. Lookup
cost is proportional to the number of mobile nodes because lookup is required for
each mobile node. For SPD, such look up cost is incurred for LFNs only resulting
in a negligible (logarithmic) increase rate due to increase of the size of the binding
cache.
For MIRON and OPR, the cost is much lower (when compared to the cost in-
curred at the TLMR) than the costs of other schemes due to the reason described
next. Firstly, the dominant look up cost is incurred only for the rst packet of a
session, thus have negligible eect on the overall increase rate of the cost. Secondly,
the location updates sent to the CNs do not incur any cost at the HA.
6.2.3 Complete Network
The cost incurred at the network is given by Figs. 6.8 { 6.11 as a function of the
number of mobile nodes, the number of LFNs, subnet residence time, the number of
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Figure 6.8: Network Mobility Cost on complete network vs. number of mobile nodes
for the four schemes.
hops and the number of CNs, respectively. The cost of NEMO BSP is higher than
the other schemes due to the higher packet delivery cost that results from multiple
tunneling of all packets through the unoptimized route. Since only the rst packets
of sessions (in contrast to all packets) are tunneled through the unoptimized route,
MIRON and OPR incurs the lowest cost.
6.3 Discussions on results
Analysis of the results shows that there is insignicant dierence among the schemes
as far as the cost incurred at the TLMR is concerned. However, results and the
associated discussions also show the domination of the packet delivery cost incurred
at the HA and the network due to the processing and the transmission requirements
at the HA and the additional route between the AR and the HA. Thus, results
suggest not to compromise the route with the signaling if costs incurred at the HA
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Figure 6.9: Network Mobility Cost on complete network vs. number of LFNs for
the four schemes.
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Figure 6.10: Network Mobility Cost on complete network vs. number of hops for
the four schemes.
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Figure 6.11: Network Mobility Cost on complete network vs. number of CNs for the
four schemes.
and the network are to be minimized. However, performance of the schemes need
to be considered along with the costs when choosing a scheme.
Signaling is one factor to be considered because it might aect the performance
of the schemes when throughput is considered. OPR might be the best scheme
because of its low signaling. However, OPR is incapable of optimizing the route
when packets do not ow towards the mobile network. In MIRON, amount of
signaling is the largest, and the procedure of obtaining CoAs might be a limiting
factor when the nesting level is large. The cost computed here have to be traded o
with these pros and cons of the schemes.
6.4 Summary
In this chapter, we have developed mathematical models to determine the network
mobility costs on various mobility entities of NEMO BSP, and three representa-
tive prex delegation-based NEMO route optimization schemes (SPD, MIRON and
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OPR) in terms of network size, mobility rate, distance between mobility agents, and
trac rate. Results show that the eect of packet delivery cost dominates other
cost components in the network mobility costs because this cost is incurred per data
packet.
Thus, our results lead to an interesting conclusion which is opposite to the general
intuition that complete route optimization requires less resources (less cost) than
that required for partially-optimized route with the reduction in signaling.
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Chapter 7
Improvement of prex delegation-based schemes
for intra mobile network communicaitons
Intra mobile network communications refer to the events of communications that
occur between two MNNs in the same mobile network [11]. Evaluations of some
schemes (not prex delegation-based schemes) for such communications can be found
in [11, 86]. The comparison of the classes presented in Sec. 2.4 shows the inability
of the delegation-based schemes to optimize route for intra mobile network commu-
nications. Therefore, our aim is to extend and evaluate the prex delegation-based
schemes for the intra mobile network case. However, this evaluation also applies to
the inter mobile network communication case.
The rest of the chapter is organized as follows. Ineciencies and the extensions
of the schemes are presented in Secs. 7.1 and 7.2, respectively. Simulation results
are discussed in Sec. 7.3 followed by concluding remarks in Sec. 7.4.
7.1 Ineciencies of prex delegation-based schemes
We consider LFN-LFN communication because communication routes for VMNs/LMNs
are optimized. In SPD, packets travel through the HAs of both LFNs resulting in a
high end-to-end delay. In OPR, LFNs are transparent to mobility and therefore, will
not recognize the OPR header used for route optimization. In MIRON, the BU sent
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to an LFN for optimizing the route will not be recognized resulting in failure of the
notication of the CoA. Moreover, in OPR, failure to get the original address of the
LFN will result in communication to cease. However, communication can continue
in MIRON like in SPD. Thus, none of the schemes can optimize route for LFN-LFN
communication.
7.2 Extension of the prex delegation-based
schemes
SPD does not optimize LFNs' route while MIRON and OPR does. We extend the
route optimization procedure of OPR and MIRON for LFN-LFN communication,
and explain below for LFN1-LFN2 (see Fig. 7.1) communication.
7.2.1 Extension for OPR (xOPR)
In OPR, the rst packet, sent by LFN1 to LFN2, will reach MR4 through the
HA MR4. In extended OPR, MR4 will process (like CN) the OPR header in the
packet to create binding entry that maps address (address of LFN1) in OPR header
to the source address (translated address of LFN1) of the packet. When an outgoing
packet (from LFN2 to LFN1) is received, MR4 search the binding entry to nd
the translated address of LFN1, puts the destination address of the packet into
Routing Header Type 2 (RH2) header, and replaces the destination address with
the translated address. Since the translated address is obtained from the foreign
network's prex, the packet reach LFN1 without traversing HAs.
7.2.2 Extension for MIRON (xMIRON)
When a packet (from LFN1 to LFN2) is received, MR2 puts its CoA in the source
address eld whose content is put into Home Address destination Option (HAO),
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and forwards the packet that will reach MR4 through HA MR4. At reception of
the packet, MR4 (LFN2's MR) adds the source address of the packet in the BU
list, replaces the source address with address in HAO which is removed from the
packet, and forwards the packet to LFN2. BU, sent from MR4 on behalf of LFN2,
will reach MR2 that will create a binding entry that maps LFN2's address to CoA
of MR4. MR2 will forward subsequent packets, from LFN1 to LFN2, by replacing
destination address with the CoA from the binding entry along with putting the
destination address into RH2. Since the destination of packets is the CoA of MR4,
packets will be routed by the MRs (without going outside the mobile network) to
MR4 which will forward the packets to LFN2 after replacing the destination address
with the address in RH2 which is removed.
7.2.3 Performance analysis of the schemes
Since packets in SPD are routed through HAs, end-to-end delay increases with in-
creasing distance between the mobile network and its HA. In xMIRON and xOPR,
end-to-end delay is independent of the distance because packets are routed within
the mobile network. Thus, TCP throughput, being inversely proportional to end-
to-end delay, is dierent for the schemes when the mobile network is away from its
HA.
Route optimization for LFNs aects hando latency that aects throughput. In
SPD, MR tunnels packets using its CoA and the address of HA. Since the address of
HA is always available, packets, tunneled after MR obtains a new CoA, can reach the
destination. Packets tunneled using old CoA are discarded due to ingress ltering.
In xMIRON and xOPR, an MR searches a binding entry for the CoA which is, if
found, put as the destination address. Otherwise, the packet is forwarded with its
original destination address. Therefore, as long as the binding entry containing the
old CoA is not updated or deleted after the hando, packets are sent using the
old CoA as destination address. These packets are dropped because the CoA is no
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longer in use. Thus, hando latency of the extended schemes can be dierent than
that of SPD. The dierence can result signicant variation in the throughput when
frequency of hando (i.e., speed of mobile network) increases.
7.3 Performance evaluation
Simulation environment, analysis of the results and a comparative discussion are
presented in the following subsections.
7.3.1 Simulation Environment
Figure 7.1 shows the topology used in simulation. LFN1 is an FTP source over TCP
whereas LFN2 is a TCP sink. The mobile network moved between ARs, placed
in a horizontal line. Wireless links use IEEE 802.11b (11Mbps) whereas Ethernet
(10Mbps) was used for mobile networks. Other values of parameters used in the
simulation are presented in Table 7.1.
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Figure 7.1: Topology used for simulation.
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Table 7.1: Values of parameters used in the simulation.
Parameter Value
Simulation time 360s
Wired link BW 10Mbps
Binding entry lifetime for SPD and
xMIRON
10s
Binding entry lifetime for xOPR 5s
7.3.2 Results
Wemeasured (at 95% condence level) end-to-end delay, hando latency, and through-
put at dierent speeds and delays between the HA and the mobile network. Through-
put was measured by the amount of data received at LFN2. Since LFN-LFN com-
munication is not possible in OPR, and MIRON's performance is similar to SPD for
LFN-LFN communication, we show results for SPD, xMIRON and xOPR.
7.3.2.1 End-to-end delay and throughput without hando
End-to-end delay between LFN1 and LFN2 is shown in Fig. 7.2. With the increase
of delay between Router and HA, end-to-end delay for SPD increases while that of
the other schemes is unaected. Since SPD does not optimize route, packets reach
LFN2 through HAs causing the end-to-end delay to be dependent on the Router-HA
link delay. Other schemes optimize route enabling packets to be routed to LFN2
without going through the HAs, and consequently, end-to-end delay is unaected by
the delay. End-to-end delay in SPD is higher because of the same reason. Since the
TCP throughput is inversely proportional to end-to-end delay, the characteristics of
the throughput, shown in Fig. 7.3, follows from that of end-to-end delay.
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Figure 7.2: End-to-end delay between LFN1 and LFN2.
7.3.2.2 Hando latency
Events constituting the hando latency are presented in Fig. 7.4, and explained
below.
SPD: Due to suspension of ow of packets during the hando, the rst packet
after obtention of the CoA is sent when TCP reaches the next timeout. Therefore,
hando latency, (te ts) = time to detect AR by TLMR since the last packet received
at MR4 + time to propagate AR's prex to MR4 + delay for TCP to reach the next
timeout + delay for the packet to reach MR4 = (td   ts) + (tc   td) + (to   tc) +
(te   to).
On the average, (td ts) is constant with respect to nesting level with a maximum
value of just over 2.3 seconds which is the expiration time for an AR's liveliness.
(tc   td) and (te   to) are proportional to the nesting level, and is in the order of
milliseconds. The rest of the hando latency is due to (to   tc) which is small if
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Figure 7.3: Throughput of dierent schemes without hando.
ts td tc to te
ts = Last packet received at MR4 at old CoA
td = TLMR detects new AR
tc = CoA obtained from new AR's prefix
Handoff latency
to = TCP time out occurs
te = First packet received at MR4 at new CoA
tx
tx = Lifetime of BE expires (for MIRON and OPR)
time
Figure 7.4: Events that occur during hando.
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(tc  ts) is small, and can be exponentially large, otherwise. For SPD, small (tc  ts)
incurs a small hando latency (Fig. 7.5).
xOPR: Packets sent during hando cannot reach destination until binding entry
is updated or deleted (see Sec. 7.2.3). Binding entry at MR2 is updated when a
packet arrives from MR4 which is also awaiting a binding entry update resulting
in a deadlock. When the binding entry-lifetime (5 seconds) expires, MR2 forwards
packets without modifying the destination address (HoA of LFN2), and packets
reach MR4 via HA MR4 to break the deadlock. Since binding entry-lifetime is
updated whenever a packet is received, (tx   ts) is always 5 seconds, which is much
greater than (tc   ts). Therefore, hando latency, (te   ts) = time to expire binding
entry-lifetime + delay of TCP to reach the next timeout + delay for the packet to
reach MR4 = (tx   ts) + (to   tx) + (te   to) = 5 + (to   tx) + (te   to). Hence,
hando latency is more than 5 seconds (Fig. 7.5) which is larger than that of SPD.
xMIRON: Like xOPR, deadlock occurs because BU, sent to old CoA, cannot
reach MR2 whereas MR4 cannot send a BU to new CoA of MR2 until it receives
a packet from MR2 at the new CoA. Like xOPR, deadlock is broken when MR4
receives a packet via HA MR4.
binding entry-lifetime is refreshed at reception of BU, received at or before ts;
therefore, (tx ts) can be between 0 to 10 seconds which is the binding entry-lifetime.
Thus, when (tc   ts) > (tx   ts), hando latency, (te   ts) = Time to detect AR by
TLMR since the last packet received at MR4 + time to propagate AR's prex to
MR4 + delay for TCP reaches the next timeout + delay for packets to reach MR4
= (td  ts) + (tc  td) + (to  tc) + (te  to). Otherwise, hando latency, (te  ts) =
Time to expire binding entry since reception of last packet + delay of TCP reaches
the next timeout + delay for the packet to reach MR4 = (tx   ts) + (to   tx) +
(te   to).
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Since (tx   ts) is uniformly distributed between zero and ten, average (te   ts)
is expected to be around ve. This is not true because large values of (tx  ts) make
(to   tx) exponentially large, and hence, the average hando latency (Fig. 7.5) is
much larger than ve.
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Figure 7.5: Hando latency of the schemes.
7.3.2.3 Throughput vs speed
Figure 7.6 shows the throughput for dierent nesting levels. Throughput of SPD is
low because of high end-to-end delay. At high nesting levels, throughput of xOPR
and xMIRON is close to that of SPD due to increase in the number of wireless hops
that start to dominate the eect of unoptimized route.
Throughput decreases with increasing speed due to increasing number of hand-
os causing packet loss. For SPD and xMIRON, the rate of decrease is the smallest
and the largest, respectively because of the smallest and the largest hando latency.
At high speeds, throughput loss due to handos dominates the loss due to high
end-to-end delay resulting in throughput of xMIRON to fall below that of SPD.
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Throughput of xOPR is close to that of SPD due to high hando latency which is
not high enough to bring the throughput below that of SPD even at high speeds.
7.3.2.4 Throughput vs mobile network's distance from HA
Figure 7.7 presents the throughput as a function of Router-HA link delay. Through-
put of SPD decreases with increasing Router-HA link delay while that of xMIRON
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Figure 7.6: Throughput for various nesting level.
and xOPR are unaected (Fig. 7.3). At low speeds, throughput of SPD is the
smallest because of the high end-to-end delay. At high speeds, loss of throughput
due to hando latency dominates even at high Router-HA link delay resulting in the
lowest throughput for xMIRON. xOPR has the highest throughput because of small
end-to-end delay and hando latency which is not much larger than that of SPD.
At low speeds, xMIRON's throughput is a little less than that of xOPR because of
the reason explained below. In xOPR, packets can be sent through the optimized
route after the rst packet is received after hando. In xMIRON, after reception of
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the rst packet following a hando, packets cannot be sent through the optimized
route until the BU is sent to the peer when the next event for sending BUs triggers.
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Figure 7.7: Throughput for two extreme speeds.
7.3.3 Comparative discussion
From the results presented in Sec. 7.3.2, xOPR appears to be the best; xOPR,
however, needs packets to ow in both direction for route optimization. xMIRON
performs better than SPD when nesting level is low except at very high speed. At
high nesting levels, performance of the schemes are similar, and xMIRON performs
the worst at speeds above 7.5 m/s.
Performance of xOPR and xMIRON degrades faster than that of SPD due to high
hando latency which can be lowered using small binding entry-lifetime. However,
small lifetime increases signaling and processing at MRs. In xOPR, lifetime has to
be set considering the interval of packet reception to avoid unnecessary expiration.
If interval of unidirectional packet ow is high, lifetime has to be high resulting in
high hando latency. Binding entry-lifetimes can be set through BU.
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xMIRON uses a feasible CoA obtention process whereas CoA obtention by prex
delegation through router advertisement in xOPR and SPD might not be easily ap-
plicable due to accounting, authentication and security requirements [82]. Moreover,
xMIRON and xOPR requires additional processing and memory.
7.4 Summary
In this chapter, we evaluated the performance of prex delegation-based schemes
for intra mobile network communication. We measured end-to-end delay, hando
latency and throughput under various speeds at dierent delays from the HA. Results
show that xOPR performs the best, limited due to its inability to optimize route
when packets do not ow in both directions. xMIRON, having a feasible solution for
CoA obtention, performs better at low speeds. SPD, with the advantage of requiring
less resources, is a good choice at high speeds. In addition, the performance loss
in xMIRON due to speed dominates over performance loss in SPD due to distance
from HA. Overall, xOPR and xMIRON are preferable to SPD at low speed, and vice
versa.
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Chapter 8
NEMO for satellite networks
A satellite network is a network of satellites and stations on the ground. Satellites
connect to each other through Inter Satellite Links (ISLs), and to ground stations
through Ground to Satellite Links (GSLs). Depending on the relative movement
with respect to the Earth, and on the orbital distance, satellites can be of several
types - Geo Stationary Satellites (GEO), Low Earth Orbit Satellite (LEO) and
Medium Earth Orbit Satellites (MEO). A network of satellites can involve all types
of satellites. Examples of networks involving LEO satellites are constellations of
LEO satellites, such as Iridium [87], Globalstar [88], etc.
One of the most important use of satellites is to collect Earth observing data
that are used to monitor ood, wildre, volcanoes and cryosphere events [38]. To
monitor the commercial aircrafts' safety, the transfer of real-time data from aircrafts
can be another signicant job of satellites in future [89]. To transfer such data to the
end users through the Internet [90] or to the IP-enabled end users, future satellites
will contain multiple IP-enabled devices. At present, IP is being used to transfer
imaging data, collected by satellites in the Disaster Monitoring Constellation, to the
ground to aid in disaster area relief operations [39].
Low latency, and better coverage of the Earth make constellations of LEO satel-
lites preferable to other types of satellites for the Earth observation. Satellites in
a constellation are uniformly placed in several hypothetical orbital planes that are
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dispersed at equal distance and concentric with the surface of the Earth. A satellite
is connected to neighboring satellites through ISLs to form a grid like connectivity.
Usually satellites on neighboring planes orbit in the same direction except at the
seam position of the constellation where satellites in two neighboring planes (rst
and last planes) orbits in opposite directions. One of the characteristics of satellite
networks is the hando of satellites with respect to ground stations and neighboring
satellites in dierent planes because of the movement and the limitation of ISLs'
connectivity over polar regions. That characteristic and eorts to integrate satellite
networks with the Internet demand the use of the IP-based routing and mobility
management protocols for satellite networks.
The transfer of data from IP-enabled devices in satellites to the Internet requires
the following:
 The routing of packets from the device to a ground station requiring the han-
dling of dynamic topology of satellite networks due to handos of space links.
 The routing of packets from the ground station to the Internet host. The
Internet routing can handle this.
There have been a number of research eorts to route packets from one satellite to
another through multiple satellites. Korcak et al. [91] presented a priority metric
based on the amount of packets successfully sent, drop count and queue size, to
choose a route from multiple available routes between a source and a destination.
Routes are assumed to be found using dynamic virtual topology routing [92]. The
later routing protocol relies on satellites predictable movement to statically deter-
mine multiple topologies valid for various time duration at various points of the
orbiting time. A set of routes are chosen from those topologies. However, a huge
amount of memory is required to store all those routes.
Based on xed logical positions of satellites, Ekici et al. [93] proposed a control
overhead free routing in satellite networks. The logical position is determined based
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on the position of a satellite with respect to its neighboring satellites, and is used to
uniquely identify the satellite. Extension of [93] is proposed by Papapetrou et al. [94]
for inclinations other than 90 degrees and nonzero phase shift along with the load
balancing. Routing decisions are made per packet basis at each satellite. Mapping
of IP addresses to logical positions will be required to route packets using the IP.
Donner et al. [95] proposed the use of Multi Path Label Switching [96] where ground
stations are label edge routers and request label-switched paths when handos occur.
Chen et al. [97] proposed a routing scheme for IP over SATATM network with
the focus on QoS parameters. It takes the advantage of the predictability in the
movements of the satellites to achieve the QoS.
For better integration with the Internet, satellite networks could be considered as
a mobile network with respect to the Internet, and IP-based mobility management
protocols can be used to manage the mobility of IP-enabled devices onboard satellites
[98]. There have been a few works on the use of IP and IP-based mobility protocols
in satellite networks. National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) has
been experimenting with the use of IP in the satellite networks [35]. Application of
the MIP to satellite networks has been proposed by Israel et al. [36] where an onboard
device is considered as a mobile host with mobility management agents residing
in terrestrial networks. However, these host mobility protocols are inecient for
handling the mobility of multiple IP-enabled devices onboard satellites. Moreover,
another routing protocol is required along with these mobility management protocols
to transfer data to the ground when the satellite is not in direct contact with a ground
station.
NEMO can be used to eciently handle the mobility of multiple devices onboard
satellites. Leung et al. [33] presented the application of the IPv4-based mobile
network within a single satellite. In the IPv4-based mobile network, a router is used
inside a satellite to route packets sent from multiple devices onboard the satellite.
Based on concepts similar to NEMO, Shi et al. [34] proposed a satellite constellation
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network architecture that allows the communication of satellite-hosts with hosts in
the Internet through satellite mobile routers while the relative movement of satellites
are transparent to the Internet. However, Shi et al. focused on the fast hando, and
their proposed architecture have to rely on another routing scheme for the transfer
of data from the satellite to the Internet when a satellite is not in contact with a
ground station.
In this chapter, we propose a nested NEMO architecture in the satellite constella-
tion network to handle the mobility of multiple IP-enabled devices onboard satellites
and enable continuous transfer of data from satellites to the Internet without rely-
ing on any other protocol. Our work diers from earlier works as we use extensions
of IPv6-based NEMO BSP for both satellite-satellite and satellite-Internet routing.
Architecture of NEMO in satellite networks and the extension of NEMO BSP are
presented in Sec. 8.1. Simulation environment used for evaluations of our work is
presented in Sec. 8.2. Results from evaluations and a comparisons with an optimal
algorithm are presented in Secs. 8.3 and 8.4. Finally, concluding remarks are put
forth in Sec. 8.5.
8.1 NEMO for satellite networks
In the following subsections, we present the architecture for NEMO in satellite net-
works, problems of using NEMO BSP, and its extensions for the proposed architec-
ture.
8.1.1 Architecture
Figure 8.1 shows the architecture for NEMO in satellite networks. Each satellite
contains a mobile network connecting the onboard IP-enabled devices, such as LFN1
and LFN2, to an MR onboard. An MR may form a nested mobile network by
connecting to another MR through the ISL. TLMRs are directly connected to ARs
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through GSLs. ARs (e.g., AR1 and AR2) are co-located with ground stations. Thus,
multiple isolated nested mobile networks overlay the physical network of satellites.
The HAs for the mobile networks reside in the Internet.
The architecture can be extended to support the connectivity for the remote
hosts and mobile networks on the ground. In the extended case, a remote host or
multiple remote hosts on the ground can become a VMN or a nested mobile network
under the mobile network onboard a satellite. When the satellite containing the
mobile network moves out of the reach of the remote host or hosts, they can become
a VMN or a nested mobile network under another mobile network to maintain a
continuous connectivity. Similarly, mobile networks onboard aeroplanes can be con-
sidered nested mobile networks under a mobile network onboard a satellite within
the range.
Internet
CN
AR1 AR2
Connectivity for nesting
Mobile network onboard a satellite
Mobile network with acting TLMR
VMN
ISL
GSL
Inside a satellite
LFN1
LFN2
MR
HA
Mobile nework 
inside an aeroplane
Figure 8.1: Architecture for NEMO in satellite networks.
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8.1.2 Limitations of NEMO BSP for satellite networks
In the architecture presented in Sec. 8.1.1, an MR has physical connections to mul-
tiple neighboring MRs. Since no method for selecting an MR is specied, NEMO
BSP will encounter the following problems:
 Longer route: Randomly choosing an MR for nesting might lead to a route
having more number of ISLs than other routes that could be used by choosing
other MRs. Such a route will be inecient in terms of the end-to-end delay
and the tunneling overhead.
 Overloaded TLMR: Routes through dierent TLMRs will be available for
an MR. Randomly choosing an MR for nesting might have some TLMRs over-
loaded while leaving the others underloaded.
 Routing loop: Since an MR might be connected to another MR through
multiple routes, a routing loop might be created if care is not taken while
choosing an upper level MR for nesting.
Therefore, NEMO BSP can be inecient for satellite networks, and requires
extension.
8.1.3 Extened NEMO BSP for satellite networks
We propose extensions for NEMO BSP to make it ecient for satellite networks.
The extensions are presented in the following subsections.
8.1.3.1 Basic principles
We use the following basic principles for the extensions of NEMO BSP for satellite
networks:
1. Achieve minimum nesting level: Since increasing the number of wireless
hops (in this case ISLs), degrades the performance [99], the highest preference
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is given to achieve the minimum nesting level. In addition, the minimum
level keeps the tunneling overhead and the delay due to the tunneling at the
minimum.
2. Balance load of TLMRs when levels are equal: This principle is for
balancing the load among TLMRs by choosing an MR for the nesting from
the neighboring MRs that yield the same level. We use the data rate through
a TLMR as its load. This principle reduces the load of a TLMR when an
alternative TLMR which yields the same level is available. Note that our load
balancing is not based on distribution of trac through multiple upper level
MRs. Rather, it is based on selecting a single upper level MR to send all
trac.
3. Relaxation of the minimum level constraint when TLMRs get over-
loaded: Overloading a TLMR will cause queueing delay and drops. Therefore,
an MR is allowed to switch from an overloaded TLMR to an underloaded one
if the level of the MR does not exceed the minimum achievable level by a
threshold value. We consider overloading of TLMRs because all data from a
mobile network exits through them.
4. Avoid handing o to MRs leading to the current TLMR: This principle
is used to avoid unnecessary handos of MRs. If a hando yields a route
that goes through an MR's current TLMR, the hando does not reduce that
TLMR's load. Moreover, due to grid like architecture of satellite networks,
such hando does not reduce the level.
In the extended NEMO BSP, the principles are achieved by having an MRmaking
the decision to hando to a suitable upper level MR or AR. The changes made to
NEMO BSP to execute such an hando are presented next.
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8.1.3.2 Information required for hando decision making
Information, required to select a suitable upper level MR for hando, are described
below.
Level: The nesting level of the potential upper level MR is required to achieve the
minimum level while choosing an MR for the hando. TLMRs nd their level as
zero when they attach to an AR that identies itself to MRs. Other MRs nd their
level by adding one to the level of their respective upper level MRs.
Load of TLMRs: The load of TLMRs of neighboring MRs are required for load
balancing. Following can be used as the metric for the load:
 Data rate through the TLMR: An MR, connected to a TLMR having the
minimum data rate through it, can be chosen as the upper level MR. Data
rate can be measured at TLMRs by monitoring the incoming packets.
 Number of MRs connected through a TLMR: An MR, connected to a TLMR
with the minimum number of MRs, can be chosen as the upper level MR.
It is not possible for a TLMR to nd the number of connected MRs by just
looking at the packets going through it. Explicit messages are required for
this requiring additional resources, such as processing power and bandwidth.
Moreover, time required to update all MRs about any change of the value of
this metric is more than that required for the other metric.
Considering the advantages and the disadvantages of using the two metrics dis-
cussed above, we prefer to use the rst metric i.e., data rate through TLMRs. More-
over, the data rate will provide better load information when the sending rate of
MRs is not uniform.
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Downlink bandwidth of TLMRs: Downlink bandwidth of a TLMR is required
to know whether it is overloaded or not. In this paper, we assume that each TLMR
knows its downlink bandwidth.
Current TLMR's ID: Updated information, used to make hando decision, may
not reach an MR from neighboring MRs, which are under the same TLMR, at the
same time instant resulting in inconsistent information. Such information will trigger
a hando in an eort to achieve a level lower than the current one, or to balance
the load leading to another upper level MR under the same TLMR and with no
change in the level or load of the TLMR. Such a hando is unnecessary, and can be
prevented by checking the current TLMR's ID. TLMR's IP address can be used for
this purpose.
8.1.3.3 Hando decision making
To select an upper level MR/AR for the hando according to the principles pre-
sented in Sec. 8.1.3.1, an MR needs to receive, update and evaluate the information
discussed in Sec. 8.1.3.2. Sending, updating and evaluating those information are
presented in the following paragraphs.
Sending information to MRs: In NEMO, MRs/ARs express their availabil-
ity and prexes to neighboring MRs through periodic router advertisements. We
propose the use of router advertisements to disseminate the information mentioned
above. An MR includes its level, and its TLMR's load and IP address when the
router advertisements are sent. If the MR is acting as a TLMR, it includes its own
load. TLMR's load is included otherwise.
Updating information: Each MR keeps track of its level and load, and TLMR's
IP address and load. Each MR also maintains a list of neighboring MRs along
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with their levels, and TLMRs' load, IP addresses and downlink bandwidth. These
information are updated whenever a router advertisement is received.
Evaluating information to avoid loop and no connectivity to the Internet:
If the MR receiving router advertisements is the upper level MR for MRs sending
advertisements, advertisements are ignored to avoid loops. Such loops can occur
when the receiving MR looses connectivity with its upper level AR or MR. Also,
advertisements announcing no connectivity to the Internet are ignored.
Evaluating information to achieve the minimum level: An MR performs
such an evaluation when its level increases or it nds another MR's level decreasing
below its current level. While handing o to an MR yielding a level lower than the
current level, a check is performed not to overload the TLMR if relaxation of the
lowest level is allowed. Also, load balancing at the new level is considered.
Evaluating information to relieve an overloaded TLMR: When a router
advertisement is received from a neighboring MR, following conditions are checked
before handing o to the MR:
 Current TLMR is overloaded
 Handing o to the advertising MR will not overload its TLMR
 Hando will yield a level less or equal to the minimum level plus the threshold
 Current TLMR and the TLMR of the advertising MR are dierent
If all conditions are met, a hando can be executed. However, handing o imme-
diately after the reception of the router advertisement might result in oscillations
(i.e., handing o back and forth between the two upper level MRs).
The oscillation happens when two or more MRs hand o simultaneously to the
same advertising MR. Each MR nds the TLMR of the advertising MR underloaded
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after adding its own load, and therefore, decides to hando. However, the MRs are
unaware of the load added to the load of the TLMR due to the hando of other
MRs. Thus, handos of all the MRs might overload the TLMR. Similarly, the
MRs might again hando to get under its previous TLMR in an eort to hando
to an underloaded TLMR. Thus, the check performed not to overload a potential
TLMR can not prevent oscillations because of the propagation delay of the updated
information to reach the MRs.
To prevent oscillations while selecting a gateway (in NEMO a TLMR) for load
balancing in ad hoc networks, several techniques have been proposed in the litera-
ture. Jungmin et al. [100] propose nodes to wait a specied amount of time before
switching to a gateway. Homan et al. [101] suggest switching to a gateway only if
it has been used for a specied period of time, and after switching, its load have to
be less than the current gateway load by a threshold. However, these techniques fail
because similar situation leading to oscillations will occur after the specied period
of time.
To prevent oscillations, the synchronous handos of MRs need to be prevented.
We use the traditional technique of reducing the probability of synchronous actions.
When an MR nds that a hando can relieve its TLMR, it waits for a random
time period before executing the hando. After the waiting period, the hando is
executed if the conditions are met. Thus, some MRs handing o late might have
enough time to receive the updated load information of the potential TLMR, and
decide against the hando.
Evaluating information for the load balancing: When a router advertise-
ment is received from a neighboring MR, the following conditions are checked before
handing o to the MR:
 whether the level after the hando will remain the same,
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 whether the load of the current TLMR is larger than the TLMR of the adver-
tising MR by a threshold amount,
 after hando, whether the load of the TLMR of the advertising MR will be
smaller than the load of current TLMR by the threshold amount, and
 whether the current TLMR and the TLMR of the advertising MR are dierent
If all conditions are met, a hando can be executed following the procedure described
in Sec. 8.1.3.3.
8.2 Simulation environment
Figure 8.2 and Table 8.1 presents the topology and the parameter values used for
our simulation. We use an iridium constellation where each mobile network onboard
a satellite has a dierent HA on the ground. Nine ground stations and co-located
ARs are placed on the ground with 120 degrees separation from each other according
to their latitudinal and longitudinal positions. Downlink/uplink capacities are set
to 8.134/0.0384Mbps as is currently being used or expected to be used for UK-DMC
satellites [39]. ARs, HAs and the CN are connected to a router, R, through wired
links. Considering HAs will be located close to the core Internet, we set the R-
HA link delays to 1ms. LFNs and the MR are connected by Ethernet (IEEE 802.3
standard) to form a mobile network onboard. LFNs onboard satellites send data to
the CN on the ground using a space-friendly transfer protocol called Saratoga [102].
Rationale behind the use of Saratoga was described in our previous work [103]. All
Saratoga sources (one in each LFN) send data at the same rate. We refer to the
sum of the sending rate of all sources as the aggregate load.
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Figure 8.2: Topology used for the simulation.
8.3 Results
To evaluate the performance, we measured the throughput as a function of the time,
the incoming data rate at TLMRs, the end-to-end delay, drops at TLMR's queue
and overheads. Results are presented in the following subsections.
8.3.1 Throughput as a function of time
Throughput is measured, at one second interval, as the amount of data received
at the CN. The objective is to show the continuity of connections at the upper
layer despite the movement of the satellites. Figure 8.3 shows the throughput,
measured from the data received from all LFNs, as a function of the time. The fall
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Table 8.1: Values of parameters used in the simulation.
Number of ground stations 9
Altitude 780km
Orbital inclination 86.4
Elevation mask 8.2
GSL's downlink BW 8.134Mbps
GSL's uplink BW 0.0384Mbps
ISL BW 25Mbps
Ethernet BW 100Mbps
Wired link BW 100Mbps
R-AR and R-CN wired delay 10ms
R-HA wired delay 1ms
Number of cross seam ISLs 0
Queue limit at MRs 200 packets
Number of LFNs per satellite 5
Router advertisement interval 3s
BU interval 10s
Simulation time 1000s
of throughput occurs due to the hando resulting from the loss of physical links with
an AR, or an MR at polar regions. The throughput does not fall to zero because
all MRs do not lose connectivity with the CN, simultaneously. Note that the thick
line of throughput results from oscillations (variation) of per second throughput
because of the variation in the number of packets sent by each LFN in each second
to maintain the average data rate. This happens because we specify the rate in mega
bits per second which is converted to packets per second.
To better observe the continuity of connections, we present the throughput mea-
sured from data received from a single LFN in Fig. 8.4. Vertical lines in Fig. 8.4
show the handos due to the loss of physical links. The hando latency due to
the loss of physical links with ARs or MRs is longer than the hando latency due
to other reasons (e.g., load balancing, achieving a lower level). The longer hando
latency is due to the movement detection time which is in the worst case 3 seconds,
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Figure 8.3: Throughput measured from the data received at the CN from all LFNs
when aggregate load is 35Mbps.
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Figure 8.4: Throughput measured from the data received at the CN from one LFN
when aggregate load is 35Mbps.
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and can be reduced using lower-layer triggers to initiate handos. The hando
latency due to the load balancing or achieving a lower level is in the order of mil-
liseconds because of the registration delay only.
8.3.2 Standard deviation of load on TLMRs from the uniform
load
The load on a TLMR indicates the amount of incoming data which is to be forwarded
to the attached AR. To nd the eectiveness of the load balancing, we measure the
standard deviation of the load on TLMRs from the uniform load as a function of the
aggregate applied load. The average load on TLMRs is measured for each GSL which
connects TLMRs to an AR, and expressed as the percentage of the aggregate applied
load. The standard deviation of the percentage load from the uniform percentage
load (i.e., aggregate load divided equally among the TLMRs) is shown in Fig. 8.5.
Figure 8.5: Standard deviation of load on TLMRs from the uniform load.
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When the aggregate applied load is 5Mbps or 35Mbps which is much smaller
than the total capacity (just over 72Mbps) of GSLs connecting TLMRs to ARs,
no load balancing is performed. This is because all TLMRs' load are within the
threshold limit, and the dierences of the load between pairs of potential TLMRs do
not exceed the threshold limit. Both threshold limits have to be exceeded to trigger
the load balancing event. Therefore, the standard deviation remains the same for
various threshold values of the relaxation of the level constraint.
When the aggregate applied load is close to the capacity of GSLs, the increase of
the relaxation threshold value reduces the standard deviation of the load. Since at
this applied load, some TLMRs get overloaded, relaxing the level constraint allows
MRs to switch from overloaded TLMRs, yielding the minimum level, to the under-
loaded ones yielding higher levels. Thus, the load of TLMRs becomes similar to
reduce the standard deviation. An increase of the relaxation threshold allows an in-
crease of the number of TLMRs that switch to underloaded TLMRs, and therefore,
decreases the nonuniformity of the load among TLMRs. However, as the aggre-
gate load increases (e.g., 72Mbps in Fig. 8.5), the number of overloaded TLMRs
increases. Therefore, the number of underloaded TLMRs yielding levels within the
reach of small threshold values (e.g., 1) decreases, and so does the scope to reduce
the standard deviation. The average load, as the percentage of the aggregate load,
on TLMRs for each AR can be found in Table 8.2 for various aggregate load and level
relaxation threshold. It shows that the number of overloaded (when load > 11:3%)
TLMRs at load 72Mbps is larger than that of overloaded (when load > 12:5%)
TLMRs at load 65Mbps.
8.3.3 End-to-end delay
To nd the eects of achieving the minimum level and relaxing the level constraint,
we measure the end-to-end delay as the dierence between the time of receiving a
packet at the CN and the time of sending the packet from the LFN. We compute
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Table 8.2: Average load, as percentage of aggregate load, on TLMRs connected to
a particular AR.
Aggregate
load
5Mbps 35Mbps 65Mbps 72Mbps
Threshold
= 0 (%)
=1
(%)
=2
(%)
=0
(%)
=1
(%)
=2
(%)
=0
(%)
=1
(%)
=2
(%)
=0
(%)
=1
(%)
=2
(%)
AR # = 1 12.8 12.7 12.8 13.1 13.0 13.0 13.9 13.0 12.0 13.0 12.8 13.5
= 2 14.8 14.7 14.6 14.8 14.4 14.4 14.3 13.8 12.7 14.8 14.6 13.6
= 3 15.8 15.5 15.5 15.3 15.6 15.6 15.5 14.5 13.1 15.4 15.5 13.4
= 4 13.3 13.2 13.1 13.0 12.6 12.6 12.2 12.7 12.0 12.8 13.1 11.7
= 5 12.3 12.4 12.4 12.1 12.3 12.3 12.1 12.7 13.0 12.2 12.4 11.9
= 6 9.4 9.2 9.2 9.5 9.6 9.6 9.1 10.0 11.1 9.8 9.2 11.7
= 7 9.1 9.3 9.0 9.4 9.6 9.6 9.4 9.5 11.2 9.4 9.0 10.5
= 8 9.4 9.5 10.0 9.3 9.6 9.6 10.1 10.4 11.5 9.4 10.0 10.8
= 9 10.3 10.6 10.5 10.5 10.4 10.4 10.4 10.6 11.3 10.4 10.5 10.6
the average of the end-to-end delays for all packets for which feedback-packets are
received. The results are shown in Fig. 8.6. The end-to-end delay increases with the
load due to the queuing delay in overloaded TLMRs. Relaxing the level constraint
reduces the end-to-end delay when the load (65Mbps) is below the total capacity of
the GSLs because the decrease in the queuing delay is more than the increase in the
delay due to the increased tunneling and hops. At a load (72Mbps) almost equal to
the capacity, relaxing the level constraint increases the end-to-end delay due to the
insucient or no decrease of the queuing delay compared to the increase of tunneling
and hop delay. And, this happens because almost all TLMRs are overloaded leaving
a little room for reducing the queuing delay. However, changes in the end-to-end
delay resulting from the level relaxation are very insignicant.
8.3.4 Receive-ratio and drops at TLMR's queue
The receive-ratio is measured as the ratio of the number of bytes received at the
CN to that of bytes sent from LFNs, and is shown in Fig. 8.7. The objective of the
measurement is to observe the eects of relaxing level constraints. The receive-ratio
decreases with the increase of the load due to the increase of the drop at the queue
of overloaded TLMRs. Drops, as the percentage of the number of incoming packets
at TLMR's queue, are shown in Fig. 8.8. Relaxing the level constraints reduces
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Figure 8.6: Average end-to-end delay from LFNs to the CN.
Figure 8.7: Receive ratio for data packets at the CN.
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drops by transferring the load from overloaded TLMRs to underloaded ones, and
thus, increases the receive ratio. As explained for the previous results, at high load
(e.g., 72Mbps), the increase in the number of overloaded TLMRs causes the small
level relaxation threshold values (e.g., 1) to fail to increase the receive ratio (or
decrease drops).
Figure 8.8: Drops at TLMR's queue as a percentage of the number of packets sent.
Drops at 5Mbps and 35Mbps aggregate loads are 0 and not shown.
8.3.5 Overhead
For the extended NEMO BSP presented in Sec. 8.1, there could be following two
types of overhead:
 Signaling overhead - This overhead results from periodic router advertisements
and BUs (ignoring the small overhead due to solicitations sent by MRs).
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 Tunneling overhead - This is the overhead due to the transmission of additional
bytes of the tunnel header, and varies with the load i.e., data sending rate for
a xed packet size.
We measure signaling overheads as the number of mega bits transmitted per
second, and express as the percentage of the aggregate load. Figures. 8.9 and
8.10 show the overhead for the router advertisements and BUs, respectively. The
overhead due to router advertisements is higher than that due to BUs because router
advertisements are sent every 3 seconds while BUs are sent every 10 seconds (the
rst ve BUs is sent every 1 second). However, the router advertisements consume
less bandwidth because it lives only one hop. Finally, both overheads are very
insignicant if the aggregate load is high.
Figure 8.9: Overhead due to router advertisements.
We measure the tunneling overhead as the average additional bytes transmitted
for the tunnel header per second per hop, and present in Fig. 8.11. To measure, we
add the amount of tunnel headers at each hop traveled by a packet, and divide it
by the number of hops to get the average amount of tunnel headers per hop. We
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Figure 8.10: Overhead due to BUs.
sum up the average for all packets and then divide by the time to get the per second
overhead due to the tunnel header. At load 65 Mbps and 72 Mbps, the overhead
increases with the increase of the level relaxation threshold because of the increase
of the average level of MRs. The average level increases because some MRs move to
levels higher than they would be in at lower threshold values, to relieve overloaded
TLMRs. The increase of the level increases the number of tunnels used to deliver
packets. At 5 Mbps and 35 Mbps, no TLMR is overloaded, and therefore, no increase
of the tunneling overhead as a function of the level relaxation threshold.
8.4 Comparison with an optimal algorithm
In this section, we compare the extended NEMO BSP with an optimal algorithm.
For the comparison, we consider only the routing within a satellite constellation in-
cluding ground stations. Therefore, we compare the extended NEMO BSP with the
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Figure 8.11: Overhead due to the tunneling.
distributed Bellmanford's algorithm which nds the optimal route within a constel-
lation. If the relaxation threshold is zero, the extended NEMO BSP also uses the
optimal route within the constellation.
8.4.1 Computational eort when a GSL's connectivity
changes
We measure the computational eort to maintain routes despite the changes in the
links' connectivity. The distributed Bellmanford's algorithm nds an optimal route
between any two satellites (or ground stations) without balancing the load. There-
fore, for a fair comparison, we consider the computational eort required by the
extended NEMO BSP to nd routes only. Also, both algorithms can do computa-
tions to re-compute routes when triggered by the lower layer. Therefore, we compute
the computational eort required when a link goes on or o. In particular, we con-
sider a GSL's connectivity because the number of MRs/routers (onboard satellites),
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which are required to do computations due to a change in a GSL's connectivity, will
be much more than that are required due to a change in an ISL's connectivity. Also,
GSLs' connectivity changes more frequently than ISLs'.
8.4.1.1 Maximum number of times the router advertisements are processed
or the algorithm is run when a GSL's connectivity changes
We assume that ground stations are placed in such a way that on the average, an
equal number satellites are using the GSL connected to each ground station. Let,
Nsat = the number of satellites in the constellation,
Ng = the number of ground stations,
Na = the maximum number of MRs that are routing through each GSL,
Nn = the number of neighbors of an MR or router onboard a satellite,
nrap = the maximum number of router advertisement processing required when a
GSL's connectivity changes.
Then, Na = dNsat=Nge. In fact in the proposed architecture, Na is the number
of MRs in a nested mobile network under a TLMR connected to an AR through
a GSL. Thus, the maximum number of MRs whose route is going to be changed
due to the change in the GSL's connectivity is Na. In the extended NEMO BSP,
the MRs that have to process router advertisements are those Na MRs and their
neighbors. The TLMR and its Nn neighbors process the router advertisements.
After that (Nn  1) neighbors of each of the remaining MRs of Na MRs will process
the router advertisements. Thus, nrap is Na(Nn   1) + 2. On the otherhand, the
number of execution of the Bellmanford's algorithm is NsatNn. All routers onboard
all satellites have to update their minimum distance to the ground station, and their
neighbors have to run the algorithm when a vector indicting the change in the
distance to the ground station is received.
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8.4.1.2 Proportionality constant for the number of computations
performed
In the extended NEMO BSP, the number of computations, performed by the algo-
rithm that processes the router advertisement, is proportional to Nn. Therefore, the
proportionality constant for the number of computations performed in the extended
NEMO BSP, Cnemo = nrap Nn.
On the otherhand, the number of computations performed by the Bellmanford's
algorithm is (Nsat + Ng)  Nn which is the dimension of the distance table used in
the algorithm. Thus, the proportionality constant for the number of computations
performed if the distributed Bellmanford's algorithm is used, Cbell = Nsat  Nn 
(Nsat +Ng) Nn.
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Figure 8.12: The proportionality constant for the number of computations performed
when a GSL's connectivity changes.
Figure 8.12 shows the proportionality constant for the number of computations
required when a GSL's connectivity changes. The number of computations required
in Bellmanford's is much more than that required in the extended NEMO BSP
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because of the additional computations required to maintain the distance table in
Bellmanford's algorithm.
8.4.2 Computational eort when an ISL's connectivity
changes
It is dicult to analytically approximate the number of computations required when
an ISL's connectivity changes. However, we can comment on the relative measure of
the number. In the extended NEMO BSP, MRs that are aected by the change are
expected to be at lower levels of the nested mobile networks. Therefore, the number
of MRs, whose distance from the TLMR is changed, will be very small, and so is the
number of computations. The number of computations in Bellmaford's will be more
than that in the extended NEMO BSP. Because every router keeps the record of the
distance from every other router, and the distance metric for some of the routers
will change due to the change in an ISL's connectivity.
8.4.3 Delay in rerouting packets
The smaller computational eort of extended NEMO BSP than that of the Bellman-
ford's comes at the price of additional delay in rerouting packets. When a GSL's
connectivity changes, an MR in the mobile network under a TLMR can start sending
packets along a new route when the registration with the HA is complete. There-
fore, the rerouting-delay for an MR is the sum of the time to propagate the router
advertisement from the ground station to the MR and the time to perform the regis-
tration with the HA. For the distributed Bellmanford's, the rerouting-delay consists
of the propagation delay only. Therefore, the rerouting-delay will be more in the
extended NEMO BSP than in the Bellmanford's algorithm by an amount equal to
the registration-time which can be twice as much as the end-to-end delay shown in
Fig. 8.6.
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8.4.4 End-to-end delay
End-to-end delay will also be larger in the extended NEMO BSP than in the Bell-
manford's algorithm because of the additional delay incurred for packets' traversing
through HAs. However, the magnitude of the additional delay will be very small
compared to the value of the end-to-end delay which involves large delays in ISLs.
8.5 Summary
In this chapter, we have presented a Network Mobility (NEMO) architecture and an
extension of NEMO Basic Support Protocol (BSP) for satellite networks to transfer
data from multiple IP-enabled devices onboard satellites to the Internet. In the
extended NEMO BSP, a Mobile Router (MR) choose an MR from multiple available
MRs while forming a nested mobile network. The choice of an MR tries to achieve the
minimum nesting level along with relaxing the level constraint by some threshold
when Top Level MRs are overloaded. The proposed NEMO architecture and the
extended NEMO BSP can ensure an ecient and continuous transfer of data from
satellites to the Internet despite movements of satellites.
The architecture and the protocol enable the satellite network to become an
integrated part of the Internet without the use of any other protocol. Results show
that when the TLMRs become overloaded, the relaxation of the minimum level
constraint can improve the performance in terms of the receive ratio of packets and
drops, at the cost of increased tunneling overhead. Therefore, TLMR can deploy
the relaxation with a maximum limit on the threshold.
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Chapter 9
Conclusion
We have evaluated the Network Mobility (NEMO) schemes for the terrestrial and
satellite networks. Our evaluation reveals the best performing schemes from a num-
ber of schemes that have been proposed to solve the problem of route optimization
in NEMO, improves the performance of the best performing schemes, and provides
insight on which aspects of the best schemes have to be prioritized for better per-
formance. We also demonstrate NEMO-architecture and the extension of the basic
scheme for NEMO in satellite networks for continuous transfer of data from devices
onboard satellites to anywhere in the Internet.
First, we classied a large number of schemes proposed to solve the problem of
route optimization in NEMO, and perform comparisons among the classes as well
as the individual schemes in each class. Our evaluation reveals the prex delegation
as the best class of schemes in terms of various performance metrics.
Using simulations, we further evaluated four representative schemes of the prex
delegation class { namely SPD, MIRON, OPR and Ad hoc-based. Results indicate
that Ad hoc-based performs the worst whereas OPR could perform the best provided
the communication is initiated outside the mobile network and packets ow out of
the mobile network at a certain interval. We nd that the dierences between SPD
and MIRON can be considered as the trade o of the complete route optimization
with the reduction of the amount of signaling. Our evaluation shows that SPD,
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which does not optimize route for LFNs, can perform as good as MIRON only
when the mobile network is topologically close to the home network, and MIRON is
the best scheme provided the speed of the mobile network and the nesting level is
not too large, and the impact of the signaling in MIRON is insignicant compared
to the impact of the unoptimized route in SPD. We evaluate the impact of the
signaling on the performance of the schemes by increasing the number of hosts in
the mobile network. Results indicate that optimizing route has to be prioritized over
the reduction of signaling.
We performed a cost analysis of the schemes to determine the load imposed on
the infrastructure by the operation of the schemes. The analysis considers the load
due to the consumption of the processing and transmission power at various entities
in the network. Results of cost analysis also indicates that optimizing routes has to
be prioritized over the reduction of signaling.
Our evaluation also reveals the inability of the prex delegation-based schemes
to optimize route for intra mobile network communications. We proposed extensions
for MIRON and OPR to optimize route for intra mobile network case. Results shows
that the performance of the extended schemes is improved signicantly for the intra
mobile network communication.
We also demonstrated the application of the NEMO to satellite networks for con-
tinuous transfer of data from multiple devices onboard satellites to anywhere in the
Internet. For this purpose, we propose architecture to use NEMO in satellite net-
works, and necessary extensions for NEMO Basic Support Protocol (BSP) for use in
the satellite networks. Unlike the previous architecture of host mobility and NEMO
in satellite networks, our architecture can ensure continuous transfer of data from
satellite networks to the Internet without using any other intermediate protocols.
Extension of the protocol ensures the eciency of NEMO BSP by taking advantage
and coping with the disadvantages of the characteristics of satellite networks.
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In summary, NEMO is an ecient technique to manage the mobility of multiple
hosts which are moving together provided suitable schemes can be used to solve
the problem of the route optimization in NEMO. And, We have shown that which
schemes will be suitable to solve the problem, and that which aspects of the suitable
schemes have to be prioritized to achieve better performance. In addition, we have
shown the way to use NEMO for continuous transfer of data from multiple hosts
onboard satellites to anywhere in the Internet. Therefore, NEMO can be considered
for managing mobility of multiple hosts in both terrestrial and satellite networks.
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Appendix B
Acronyms
AODV Ad hoc On Demand Vector
AR Access Router
BA Binding Acknowledgement
BGP Border Gateway Protocol
BSP Basic Support Protocol
BU Binding Update
BW Bandwidth
CN Correspondent Node
CoA Care-of-Address
COR Cross-Over Router
DHCP Dynamic Host Conguration Protocol
DNS Domain Name System
FTP File Transfer Protocol
HA Home Agent
HIP Host Identication Protocol
HoA Home Address
IETF Internet Engineering Task Force
IP Internet Protocol
LCoA Local CoA
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LFN Local Fixed Node
LMA Local Mobility Anchor
MA Mapping Agent
MCN Mobility Capable Node
MIP Mobile IP
MIPv6 MIP vesrion6
MNN Mobile Network Node
MR Mobile Router
NEMO NEtwork MObility
ORC Optimized Route Cache
P2P Peer to Peer
PANA Protocol for carrying Authentication for Network Access
PCH Path Control Header
PDA Personal Digital Assistant
RA Router Advertisement
RBU Recursive Binding Update
RCoA Regional CoA
RSV Rendezvous Servers
RTT Round Trip Time
SIP Session Initiation Protocol
TCP Transmission Control Protocol
TLMR Top Level MR
UDP User Datagram Protocol
VMN Visiting Mobile Node
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Appendix C
Models developed by Lim et al.
The models developed in Chapter 3 are based on models developed by Lim et al. [32].
For the convenience of the comparison, we present Lim et al. [32] models in this
appendix. Lim et al. [32] classied route optimization schemes and developed models
for those classes. The models measure the number of BUs, memory requirement by
mobility entities on the route and the latency of BU. Here we present the models
developed by Lim et al. [32] for one class of schemes, called A&S class, that is
similar to the prex delegation-based schemes. For the convenience of the readers,
the models are presented using similar notations that have been used to develop the
models in this dissertation. The notations used to develop the models are as follows:
Tbu =Delay to send a BU to the HA
l =Nesting Level of an MNN
sbu =Size of IPv6 header including control messages of BU packet
sc =Size of one address entry
r =Average router processing time to process a packet
e =Average Router Processing Time
to encapsulate or decapsulate a packet
bu =Average processing time to process a BU packet
bw =Average bandwidth available at a node
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me =Memory required at mobile entities on the route
nb; nc =Number of BUs and CNs, respectively
nr =Number of visiting MRs in a level
nm =Number of visiting mobile nodes (VMNs)in the lowest level
hha; h
a
t =Avg. number of hops from AR to HA, TLMR to AR
The models are as follows:
 Number of BUs: All MRs and mobile nodes send BUs to their respective HAs
and CNs. Therefore, the number of BUs is
nb = (nc + 1) (nr + nm).
 Latency of BU: Latency of sending BUs measures the time required for a BU
to reach from an MNN to the HA. In A&S class, an MNN congures two CoAs
and sends the CoAs to the HA. Therefore, the BU packet consists of IPv6
header including control message of BU and two CoAs. Also, the BU packet is
encapsulated by the MNN. Considering the transmission and processing delays
at each hop, tunnel processing time and the time to process the BU packet, the
latency of BU becomes
Tbu = (r +
sbu+sc
bw
)(l + hat + h
h
a) + 2(e + bu).
 Memory requirement at mobility entities: TLMR has to keep track of the next
hop MRs and requires nr routing entries. Other MRs, at each level keep track of
next hop using two entries - one for routing table entry and one for the secondary
CoA obtained by attached MRs. Therefore, the total amount of entries required
is 2lmr. Thus, total amount of entries required by all MRs is nr(2l + 1). The
HAs of all MRs also have similar amount of memory requirement to create
binding cache entries. Mobile nodes requires nm entries to store their CoAs.
Mobile nodes' HAs require 2nm amount of memory for the binding entries. The
CN of all MRs (except TLMR) and mobile nodes creates binding entries for two
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addresses. Thus the memory requirement for the CNs is nc(2nm + (2l + 1)nr).
Therefore, the memory requirement becomes
me = sc(nr(4l + 2) + 3nm) + nc(2nm + (2l + 1)nr).
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